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Fire Alarm Pranks Lead Sundays Public Speaking Contest a Hit
to Closed Dorms at Trin
ByJENABALAJON
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

ByJAMESKUKSTIS
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

In response to false fire
alarms pulled in Wheaton, Elton,
and North Campus on Saturday,
Sept. 9, all dorms on campus are
now only accessible to residents.
This measure was enacted in
order to ensure that a smaller
community
would
remain
accountable in the case of a similar act of vandalism. This new
rule replaces the former standard, in which the residents of
each hall would vote on whether
or not their doors would be
open or closed. The decision has
angered and irritated many students, but Trinity administrators
say the decision was not theirs.
Because of the alarms, local
authorities threatened to impose
restrictions as strict as posting
guards at each alarm in the halls.
Their municipal authority allows
them to do this, .but doing so
would be financially impossible
for the College.
"Closing the halls to residents-only is one step towards
keeping the community vigilant,

and may still not be enough to
Late on a Sunday night, at a
satisfy [the authorities]," said | time when the normal student
Amy DeBaun, Director of would be frantically catching up
Campus Life. "We had no inten- on work that has accumulated due
tion of punishing the innocent; to excessive procrastination, 11
this is a situation where an brave students courageously chose
immature few have acted in a to compete with one another
way that has affected us all."
$1000 in the final round of the
This inconvenience has had Joseph C. Clarke Public Speaking
greater effect on some than oth- Contest held at Gallows Hills.
ers. Students who live in buildThe competition is actually
ings without laundry facilities only in its second year and has
traditionally use the machines of already proven to be very popular
the nearest dorm. Colby Tucker amongst students.
'09, a resident of Wiggins who
Last year's public speaking
was concerned about access to champion, David Calder '08,
Frobb, where he does his laun- served as this year's M.C. Megan
dry. "[...] However, my card does, Borgelt '08, Julia Pitassy '08 and
in fact, work at the Frobb AUie Puleo E08 were also involved.
entrance."
They led the speech workshops
The administration anticipat- prior to the competition, timed
ed this, and those who needed the speeches themselves and
the laundry facilties of other helped set up. The panel of judges
halls • were automatically given consisted of Dean Reuman,
access.
Professor Sheppard, Professor
The same is not true, though, Fulco, Professor Heischman and
for students living off-campus. "I Dean Alford. They used five basic
usually do laundry every couple criteria upon which to judge the
days, which was not a challenge contestants: content, creativity,
when Frobb was open," said delivery, organization/structure
and overall effectiveness.
see STUDENT on page 4
The grand total of 11 contest-

ants consisted of 10 finalists and
one wildcard, a member of the
audience who had not previously
competed but would be given the
chance. The first place prize was
$1000, second place was $500 and
third place was $250. All prizes
were funded by the endowment
from the family of former Dean of
Students, Joseph C. Clarke. In this
final round, students were not
simply given general topics or
questions to address, but instead
were fed a random line that they
had to make the final sentence of

their speech. However, they did
have more time, three to five minutes as opposed to the traditional
two minutes, to execute their
speech.
Before the contest formally
began, Dean Alford was asked to
say a few words. He went on to
describe the competition as one
that, "Reveals people who live by
their wits." "Wits" may be one
word to describe it; however, as
the students say or rather, as the
see SECOND on page 14

Sam Lin
Joe Tarzi '08 places second in the Joseph C. Clarke Public Speaking Contest

ener Gallery Displays Abstract Art President Jones Decries
'Camp Trin Trin' Epithet

BySARAYOO
ARTS WRITER

Nothing is more baffling and
frustrating for those of us who do
not appreciate modern abstract
art than wondering about why
the creations of these artist-charlatans garner so much admiration. For the most dubious of us
who question the validity and
amount of work it takes to create
such an abstruse art form, a visit
to the Widener Gallery at the
Austin Arts Center for a viewing
of Spirit States, a solo exhibition
by artist Ben Frank Moss will take
you from feeling completely
doubtful to feeling ambivalent in
the least — and if you do enjoy
and appreciate abstractions? The
exhibit, open until the 20th of
October, is definitely worth a
visit. On display is a carefullyselected collection of Moss'
monoprints, oil and acrylic paintings, and pencil sketches resembling landscapes, dreamscapes
and everything in between —
some inevitably esoteric, all visually beautiful.
Moss, a professor of art at
Dartmouth College, chose as his
underlying theme in much of his
life work "the gap between the
seen and the unseen," which
sounds excessively contrived
since his work is sufficiently
thought-provoking without him
telling the audience to view it in
such a metaphysical way. The
scale of his work has been
described as "intimate," with the
brushstrokes confined to a canvas
of paper usually no bigger than

featuring student writing), more
than 20 percent diversity enrollment in the class of 2010, and the
Last Tuesday, President Jimmy recruitment of 17 Presidential and
Jones addressed the faculty on Summit Scholars.
matters of importance, including
Matthew Milner '09, cohis vision of Trinity. Jones called founder of the Fred, is confident
for "the formal demise of 'Camp that the organization has helped
Trin Trin'."
to change campus culture "by
"Never again would these simply providing a daily social
three words be uttered," Jones option on campus centered
said. A little over a third of the around engagement, not detachI speech was devoted to the intel- ment. Ultimately, this is what the
lectual ethos on campus, "As Fred is all about: empowering all
long as I've been associated with students with choices."
David Calder '08, contributor
Nick Vasquez Trinity, this defines one of its
to
Bad Subjects, is optimistic
biggest
problems,"
wrote
John
Max Stratbuly '10 and Ryan Heaney '10 visit the Moss exhibit at the Widener.
Chatfield, a professor in the about the publication's future
11 by 8 inches and often much dictable that Moss meant for American studies department and success: "Was it read by enough
students to change campus culsmaller. Buttery brushstrokes of such abstract images to be some Trinity alum.
oil paint blend seamlessly togeth- sort of dream sequences, as can
The address commenced with ture? Probably not. But as it
er to form vast landscapes in be implied from the cliche title of a section describing successes builds a name for itself and
miniature scale in the Northwest the series. The over-used concept which point to the changing intel- attracts a wider audience and subLandscape Dream series where of the "dream" in abstract art j lectual ethos on campus, such as mission pool, I do believe it will
the edges of sky, land, mountain, detracts from the sense of mys- I The Fred Pfeil Community help change campus culture."
and water are blurred, yet each tery of the prints.
Project (a place of social gathering
Jones additionally pointed to
body is distinguishable in each
Next up is the highlight of based on uniting "social, cultural, the Princeton Review's report on
landscape. It is impressive that the exhibition, the Garden Tower I and intellectual interests, thereby Trinity College as an example of
such a seemingly haphazard
enriching campus life," as cited the changing national viewpoint
application of paint would yield a
see MOSS on page 12
from its mission statement), Bad
reflective lake, a cloudy sky, a
see PRESIDENT on page 4
\ Subjects (last year's publication
jagged cliff — all an indication
Moss' skilled hand.
Next on display is the Dream
2
Editorial
Artist Spotlight
Flight monoprint on paper series,
3
News
which are far less defined than
Chris Houlihan's stunning organ
Mike Robinson decries the scape7
Opinions
the landscape paintings and have
performance is a window into great
goating of Trinity's Vernon St.
10
Features
a dizzying tangle of amorphous
culture and explains its essential
talent. The musician discusses his
14
Arts
shapes with colors ranging from
place at the college.
early love of performing.
19
Announcements
pale and anemic to rich and san24
Sports
guinary. It is disappointingly prepage 7
page 15
By DANIEL ZAUDERER
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
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U.S. News Ranking
Decline Dismays Alumnus

Partisan Screed Not up to
Tripod Standards

To the Editor:
I assumed that Trinity's dramatic and depressing fall in the
latest U.S. News rankings, the
first time we have not been in
the Top 25 since at least before
I was applying to colleges in
1994, can be attributed to the
financial "crisis." Reading that
Middlebury is facing a similar
financial challenge while having
managed to rise in the rankings
is puzzling to say the least. I am
very interested in learning how
the administration plans on
addressing this unacceptable fall
in the rankings. I certainly do
not believe that admitting the
largest entering class in school
history (without ample on campus housing) is the answer. As
an alum who happily contributed during the latest (supposedly successful) fundraising
drive, I will not be quite as
happy to contribute going forward if this issue is not quickly
addressed.

To the Editor:
Joe Tarzi's screed is one of the
most partisan I have ever had the
displeasure of reading. There are
so many areas where reasonable
people may reasonably disagree
that I wonder why he does not
address one or more of these in a
coherent fashion. It is always easier to make an ad hominum attack
along the lines of "propaganda
minister Karl Rove" than to
address the real issues. Instead, the
best we are left with is "Also,
though some are, Republicans are
not inherently evil." Whew! I was
worried there.

SENIOR EDITORS

ERIC M. SIROTA
CLASS OF 1998

Chase Anderson '07, Adrienne Gaffhey '07, Juliet Izon '07

Reclaiming Camp Trin-Trin
When
Trinity
College
President Jimmy Jones delivered a speech "to the faculty as
we begin a new academic year,
he spoke of "the formal demise
of Camp Trin-Trin." He argued
that the term, and all it represents, must go in order to foster the growth of intellectualism on our campus.
The term's obvious connotation, that the school is an
experience for its students to
coast through, have a good
time with, and sing songs
around campfires does not really capture the context in which
it is used by students.
First of all, it is used rather infrequently, I might add
- by students in every degree of
involvement in Trinity's intellectual and cultural community, from the slackers to the editors of the school's student-run
newspaper.
Its most common use is
probably sans "Camp"; the
adjective "Trin-Trin" is applied
to the stereotype of a Trinity
student: ultra-preppy, blonde,

Polo-wearing, and unlikely to
show up for class. That kind of
stereotype, however, reflects
socio-economic status rather
than intellectual capacity. This
kind of stereotype can only be
combated by admissions practices that accept qualified students without regard to financial need and financial aid policies that meet the full need of
those qualified students who
gain admission. Socio-economic
diversity is just as important as
ethnic or racial diversity in
moving away from a Trin-Trin
culture.
Beyond that, the "Camp"
descriptor is frequently a term
of endearment for a place that
has become home for many of
its students, a home that is
embraced despite its faults and
occasional slips into stereotypical behavior. "Camp Trin-Trin"
is invoked much less frequently
to imply a lack of academic
rigor or motivation.
That being said, Trinity's
intellectual environment often
does fall short of what many

students, faculty, and administrators hope for. Perhaps the
President should shift his focus
from a few words on some tshirts to the thousands of
words that used to be printed
on the newspapers available
daily in Mather, but no longer
appear. And perhaps student
leaders should be cautious
when billing an intellectually
focused program as an "alternative" to the rest of Trinity, as
tbe Fred's participants and
leaders have described it in
even' on the pages of the
Tripod. This just serves to reinforce the notion that the students not involved are a part of
the non-intellectual community
of Trinity College. What part is
that? What place should it have
at our school?
While the President spoke
of large accomplishments that
Trinity, the small things also
matter in fostering intellectual
involvement. The words are the
key - but "Camp Trin-Trin"
isn't the most important phrase
among them.
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ANDREW TERHUNE

the article stated that a student was
"held at gunpoint when he interrupted the burglary."
As the current president of Pi
Kappa Alpha and a resident in the
house, I feel obligated to correct
this piece of misinformation. The
student was not held at gunpoint
during the burglary. He was verbally threatened, but was in no
immediate physical danger.
I would also like to stress that
we have made considerable efforts
to ensure the safety of the house
and all of its occupants. We are
confident that Pike is still a safe
and welcoming environment for
all guests.
CHRIS GIACOLONE
PRESIDENT, PI KAPPA ALPHA
CLASS OF 2007

CLASS OF 1978

Report on Campus Crime
Irresponsible
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to last
week's article titled "Crimes Call
For Increased Vigilance." During
a part of the article which reported on the burglary at the Pi
Kappa Alpha house this summer,

Editor's Note:
In the course of editing the article,
the editors neglected to confirm the
source of the assertion that the victim
was held at gunpoint, only to rind fatet
that the only attributable source was
rumor. The Tripod apologizes for this
unintentional inaccuracy, and any negative consequences it may have had foi
the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha.
R t

The

Tripod Mini-Feed
On a scale of doing homework to
pbying Spider Solitaire*
*with cloistering yourself in the library being a 1, and
the victorious "You Won!"fireworksanimation being a 10

bikes on campus: 8
MF's editor-in chief looks so cute when she
whizzes by on her Schwinn. Al! that's missing
are some sparkly streamers on the handlebars.
See also: Dean Alford.
••-•-- c . ...

wan 1
What is it good for? Absolutely nothing, which
is why MF dislikes it. Also, MF's co-workers tell
her she is kind of a hippy.

the nifty coffee machine in the soon to re-open
Gallows Hill: 9
MF enjoys gadgets, and this one provides free
coffee. Like a classier, shinier version of those
bus station coffee vending machines, this
machine even has a little window so MF can
watch her coffee being reverse-French-pressed.
CT's localcable commercials: 3
As endlessly amused as MF is by Bernie and
Phyl and their discount-love-seat ilk, MF hates
when that stupid jingle echoes through her
head hours later.
hot librarians: 8
MF is filled with admiration/envy for their cute
little cardigans and nerdy-chic glasses, not to
mention the french twists that are presumably
shaken out sexily after hours. MF's local
favorite is a certain data specialist whose census and online database expertise has saved
one or two of MF's papers. Look for her tucked
away behind the library's media center for all
your data queries.
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West Coaster Fraden
Jumps Into Dean's Job
By ALEC MACCOLL

NEWS EDITOR
Rena Fraden, an associate
dean at Pomona College, moved
in as Trinity's new Dean of
Faculty this summer. She takes
over the position from Professor
of Religion Frank Kirkpatrick,
who had held the post last year
on an interim basis. Amid continuing budget concerns, larger
class sizes, and depleted course
selections, Fraden is setting goals
to move the College full speed
ahead as an intellectual institution.
"My number one job is to
bring the best faculty to Trinity,"
she said. "And I'm confident we
can do that. We need to bring
accomplished professors here,
and it's my responsibility to get
them here and to help,therri^succeed."
The Dean of Faculty at
Trinity serves as liaison between
the administration of the College
and its departments and professors. The dean is responsible for
all hiring and firing of professors, as well as the budgets of all
academic departments and programs. The dean controls about
one third of the school's operating budget, and is inherently part
of the president's inner sanctum
of advisors.
The Dean's responsibilities
include
careful
mediation
between groups. With limited
funds and a wide array of academic programs, the dean is
called upon to make difficult
and unpopular financial decisions, such as those Kirkpatrick
faced last spring regarding

Tutorial College and the Cities
program.
Beginning this year, Fraden
will be given an additional
$100,000 a year, to be used on
initiatives to be spent on cultivating an intellectual atmosphere on
the campus. "The funds are to be
spent on faculty research, broadly construed: support for travel
to conferences at which faculty
are presenting findings of
research," said Fraden, going on
to explain further the initatives
that the $100,000 would fund.
Dean Fraden believes she is
ready for the challenge. "I think
Trinity is a school with great
aspirations and great potential,"
she said. "I look forward to the
changes we will make; I think it
will be exciting."
In an interview last spring,
Kirkpatrick told the Tripod that
the selection committee decided
to be completely frank with the
final candidates about the college's budget situation, yet was
apprehensive about how the candidates would respond. He says
Fraden immediately saw the situ- ]
ation as an opportunity, not a
drawback.
"I think what's most important," Fraden said, "is that Trinity
is a school with so many opportunities going forward. It's a
school at a crossroads, very
much built on history. But we
have opportunities to branch out
in the. kinds of students we
accept, and in the kinds of studies we offer. And Trinity's location in the city is so conducive
to these opportunities."

Groundbreaking Grants To Help City
By DAVID PIETRQCOLA
STAFF WRITER
A group of community-minded students have begun the preliminary steps to organizing and
developing a process to disperse
$66,000 in grant money to projects created and implemented by
Trinity College students.
Originally a $25,000 grant
given to Tutorial College three
years ago by Harry Solomon of
the Figure Foundation in Maine,
the Urban Being Community
Projects fund was renewed and
increased with the understanding
that the suspension of Tutorial
would not stop students from
continuing to lead all aspects of
the process.
Professor of Philosophy and
former Director of Tutorial
College Dan Lloyd organized the
first meeting Wednesday, where
approximately 15 students came
out to- learn about the fund and
began deliberating steps toward
creating and accepting proposals.
While Lloyd gave the initial factual presentation, he stressed that
it's the students who will make
all decisions. "It's on your table
to figure out how to do it," he
told the group.
The goals of the project
include helping students learn
about non-profit organizations

and giving them the opportunity time in Tutorial to discuss steps
to self-govern the allocation of and proposals, this year's group
limited resources to projects for will meet as many or as little
community improvement. Lloyd times as deemed necessary by the
noted that the projects should members to advance the project
have lasting benefits for Hartford and its proposals along. The
and it's up to the group to "fig- group makes all decisions, so repure out the fair, right way .to do resentation for each team or indigood." All proposals will be vidual effort will be mandatory at
reviewed by the members and the meetings.
either accepted
Students who
for funding or
"This gives you comheeded Lloyd's
rejected.
call are excited
plete freedom for
Past projects
about the radical
what you wont to do.
aided by the fund
idea of organiz[...] it gives an opporinclude the largeing and administunity to see what
ly
successful
tering peer projInternational
you want to happen
ects. "This gives
Hip-Hop Festival
you
complete
in the community"
last semester, and
freedom for what
Rebuilding
you want to do;"
- Eamon Welch '08
Together, which
said
Eamon
sponsored
the
Welch '08. "It
reconstruction of three Hartford gives an opportunity to see what
homes. Last year, Tutorial you want to happen in the comCollege alumna Abigail Garrity munity."
'07 distributed the grant funds
Lloyd echoed that unique
and developed a popular and aspect of the project. "It's a real
effective leadership program for exercise in student power and
ll-to-14 year-old Hartford girls. that's what makes it interesting,"
"It is one of my proudest accom- he said.
plishments here at Trinity," she
Garrity said the entire experisaid. Now in her senior year, she ence was empowering and the
hopes to continue the project best opportunity of her college
and possibly begin another to career. "Having a large amount of
inform local youths about envi- money intended to be used in
ronmentalism and conservation.
Although students used class

see $66,000 on page 5

New CT Law Targets Campus Drinking

ing on private property. The
most noticeable effect that this
law has had on Trinity is the new
A recently-passed Connecticut alcohol policy for campus events.
law will make it illegal for an The Office of Campus Life has
underage person to be in posses- notified the student body that
sion of alcohol on private prop- the new policy will be as follows:
erty, as well as make it illegal for
"In compliance with the
see NEW on page 5
any person over 21 to provide recently passed CT Public Act 06alcohol to a minor on private 112 regarding the possession of
property.
alcohol by minors, we will be
CT Public Act 06-112 states moving toward a new set up at
that, "No person having posses- our events. Students who are 21
sion of, or exercising dominion and older will be permitted to go
and control over, any dwelling into a cordoned off area and have
unit or private property shall the option of purchasing alcohol
knowingly permit any minor to in this area. Any beverages purpossess alcoholic liquor, or know- chased in this area must be coning that any minor possesses sumed in this area and no outalcoholic liquor in such dwelling side beverages can be brought in
unit or on such private property, to the area. Students will be
fail to make reasonable efforts to allowed to enter and exit this area
halt such possession ... Any throughout the course of the
minor who possesses any alco- event. Trinity students and their
holic liquor on public or private guests who are not 21 will not be
property shall, for a first offense, permitted to enter this area. As in
have committed an infraction the past, students and guests of
and, for any subsequent offense, legal drinking age will be identibe fined not less than two hun- fied with a wristband for each
dred dollars or more than five event."
OCL has placed fliers in resihundred dollars ... Any person
who sells, ships, delivers or gives dence halls explaining the new
alcoholic liquor to a minor ... law and the adjusted alcohol polshall be fined not more than one icy for campus events. •
Susan Salisbury, the Associate
thousand five hundred dollars or
imprisoned not more than eight- Director for Residential Life, said,
een months, or both." The law "Trinity has always complied
with the laws prohibiting undergoes into effect October.
According
to
State age drinking. Nothing really is
Representative Lenny Winkler, changing in how we enforce the
CT Public Act 06-112 is designed policies." She than went on to
to address a loophole in state law elaborate on procedures for viothat
allowed for underage drink- lating the law. "The staff will conThe New Dean of Faculty, Rena Fraden, in her office before the Tripod interview
By DANIEL COSGBOVE

NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

tinue to respond to students violating the policies and the students violating the policies will
go through the judicial process."
Evan Langweiler '07, a
Resident Assistant from Jackson,
said, "the new law doesn't change
the RA responsibilities, but forces
RAs to be more vigilant especially when working with residents
under the legal drinking age."
OCL notified the RAs of the new
law during RA orientation and
stressed the importance of RAs
ensuring the safety of their residents. Langweiler has made it a
point to speak to each of his residents to inform them of the new
law and remind them that "RAs
don't want to ruin students fun,
but we are in a position where we
need to take action if a student is
underage, or is publicly intoxicated," he said.
Trent J. Barber, Associate
Director for Operations and
Judicial Affairs made note of possible challenges of enforcing this
new law.
"Underage drinking is not
and never has been allowed on
campus. This will not change
with the new law taking effect on
Oct. 1. The law is aimed at private residences and parents that
knowingly allow underage drinking on their property," he said,
going on to emphasize that
underage drinking has never been
condoned. The College has never
knowingly allowed underage
see LAW on page 5
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President Jones Emphasizes Intellectual Life Over Debauchery
then I am in favor," remarked a
professor
who
requested
on the college's intellectual envi- anonymity. The professor went
ronment. "If you examine what on to describe a need for a
the Princeton Review said in its change in the type of intellectual
last edition about Trinity, you atmosphere. "If the new monies
will see that the Review highlight- for faculty development go to the
ed the fact that this perception same old boy network - which
might well be changing for the has more than a few old girls that are tied up
better: that the
in
the old intelCamp Trin Trin
"...the term also refers
lectual
environlabel of years past
to Trinity students
ment at Trinity
may no longer be
who just don't value
then nothing will
applicable to the
their
education. They
change," Jones
present, diverse,
are masters of comcommented.
and
certainly
Jones spoke
plaint, for they are
intellectually able
on the lack of
classes that have
entitled. They do
opportunities for
been
recruited
nothing and deserve
Trinity's
most
here in the past
everything"
intellectually taltwo or three
ented
students
years," said Jones.
and
pledged
that
After
men- David Calder '08
certain
faculty
tioning present
members
will
successes, Jones
spoke of certain initiatives that work tirelessly to create more.
This lack of opportunity leads
will further change the ethos on
to
disappointment
among
campus.
crowd.
Beginning this year, the Dean Trinity's intellectual
of Faculty Rena Fraden will be "Certain students have experigranted an additional $100,000 a enced disappointment because
year "to be spent on faculty their own seriousness of mind research, broadly construed: sup- their own zealous pursuit of life
port for travel to conferences at of the mind has not been
which faculty are presenting find- matched by enough of their
ings of research, visits to archives, peers. They either ponder transsubsidizing work with coEabora- ferring or end up carrying out
tors at other schools, perhaps the .deed," said Chatfield.
even paying for students to work
Jones further mentioned that
as research assistants to professors the recruitment of diverse stuif there is a call for that kind of dents needs to continue in great
help," said Fraden.
numbers to achieve an intellectuenriching
atmosphere.
"If the president is concerned ally
about a real change in the intel- Frederick Alford, Dean of
lectual environment at Trinity Students, echoed this sentiment:
continued from page 1

"An open, inquisitive mind
searches for the new and
unknown and diversity in all its
varied forms provides these
opportunities."
"I've heard of stories of student associations which are composed of minority and foreign
students, and often professors
who work with them talk about
the seriousness of mind and the
like of these organizations and
theme houses," Chatfield said
While most faculty responses
concurred with Jones' viewpoint,
by no means do all agree. "I find
it nothing less than pure political
correctness to believe that one
enhances the depth of engagement with ideas or the diversity
of real ideas by getting different
racial, ethnic or gender components to the student body," said
another anonymous professor,
further observing that programs
over the past have not succeeded
in bringing diversity.
"So 'diversity' in the politically correct sense and a diversity of
ideas are two different things altogether," bemoaned a professor
who requested anonymity while
speaking on a politically controversial topic.
Jones' usage of the term
"Camp Trin Trin" garnered
responses both about the appropriateness of the President's treatment of the term, its significance
arid its applicability to the college.
"It is a term that fortunately I
hear less and less, but in this case
I suspect President Jones is acting
the part of the picador and driv-

ing the fatal blow," said Alford.
However, some remain skeptical, including another professor
who wishes to remain anonymous. "I was a little puzzled by
his reference to Camp Trin Trin.
It is a term that reflects contempt
for the institution and it seems to
have no place in president's
speech; there is no Camp Trin
Trin."
"Personally, I was glad to see
President Jones to use the term
Camp Trin Trin in his address,"
said Milner, going on to illustrate
the term viewed Trinity as a place
of recreation, not academia.
"Decrying the Camp Trin Trin
culture is not tantamount to condemning alcohol or partying in
general. Instead, it's about reestablishing Trinity as a community in which the intellectual
atmosphere is not limited to the
classroom or the lecture hall."
When observing the significance of the term, Calder said,
"... the term also refers to Trinity
students who just don't value
their education." He went on to
comment on the privileged
nature of these student, and thendetachment with the college
experience. "They are masters of
complaint, for they are entitled.
They do nothing and deserve
everything. This may not be the
true state of things at Trinity.^
But, sadly, it's the perception that
matters, and 'Camp Trin Trin' is
certainly the dominant perception."
"For me, the term 'Trin Trin'
refers to the carefree legacy students who don't think twice

about pissing their parents'
money away on booze and
designer clothes. Calling all of
Trinity 'Camp Trin Trin,' as
whenever someone depicts a large
population by only a small body
of people, is highly misrepresentative," said Greg Gavelis '08.
He said that the term generalizes the community, creating the
preception that the college is represented
by
a
minority.
"Representing Trinity by this
spectacularly dumb handful is in
itself an ignorant generalization."
Other students, however, feel
that although the term does not
apply to all of Trinity, it is a term
of endearment. Arland Buddy
Kane '09, "I know a lot of people
who don't fall within that stereotype, but I still think it's a conception that has stuck, regardless
of what people do." He went on
to elaborate that the minority's
action creates a negative reputation for the rest of the campus.
A faculty member, though,
again granted anonymity, feels
that certain aspects of Camp Trin
Trin should remain with the institution
and questions
the
President's attempt to rid the college of the appellation: "There is
something distinctive about
Trinity that should not be lost in
the process, cutting Trinity off
from its past and its alums. There
is a unique social environment at
Trinity - and camp Trin Trin is
code for that - and it is the baby
that should not go out with the
bath water in an attempt to turn
Trinity into some Boho outpost
like Oberlin or Wesleyan."

News In Brief

Student Displeased With Door Policy

SGA Elections this Wednesday

Students are Responsible for Administration s Course of Action

Student Government Association elections will be held Sept. 20
all day. The positions that are available are the five senators for
each class and the two seats on the budget committee. The voting will all be done online, and there will be SGA reps tabling
with laptops at Mather and the Bistro during meal times to
answer any questions or concerns. Profiles of the candidates
can be accessed on the voting Web site.

Trinity College Awarded $308K by NSF for
New Spectrometer
Trinity College has been awarded a grant of $308,000 by the
National Science Foundation for acquisition of a 400 MHz
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer. Under the
direction of chemistry professors Timothy P. Curran and
Richard V. Prigodich, the award allows for the replacement of
the College's current 300 MHz spectrometer and Curran
expects the new spectrometer to arrive by the summer of 2007,
replacing the college's current 18-year-old spectrometer.

Presidential Dogs Skunked
At the Presidential Scholars dinner on Sept 13, President Jimmy
Jones' dogs Colleen and Atticus killed a skunk in front of the
presidential household, leaving with the skunk's departing gift.
Several students remarked on the incident, which led to an official apology from the involved canines. "We just wanted to tell
each of you how sorry we are to have interrupted the nice party
for each of you who are Presidential and Summit Scholars last
night," stated Colleen and Atticus, going on to promise no
future incidents, and extending an official invitation to take
them on a walk. "If you need a dog fix, please stop by the house
or President Jones' office to take one of us for a walk. We promise to behave appropriately, as would befit our important station on campus."

Professor Prashad Appointed Kellner Chair
Professor of International Studies Vijay Prashad, has been
appointed the George and Martha Kellner Chair of South
Asian History at Trinity College. Prashad has taught at Trinity
for 10 years and is the director of the International Studies
Program. He completed his Ph.D. in history at the University of
Chicago, where he received various fellowships to support his
graduate work. The Keliner Chair of South Asian History was
established in 1995 with a gift from George and Martha
Kellner.

continued from page 1

measure; it is nice to know that
only those in your dorm can
John Meyer '07, who lives in a access it, but it has produced
Trinity-owned
building
on some inconveniences," said
Grace Green '10, a resident of
Crescent Street.
"Now that we no longer have Little.
access to the laundry area right
"An older student who lives
across the street,
in the Culinary
we have to travel
Institute hous"Closing the halls to
down to a place
ing's
washing
resident-only is one
on
Broad
machine was brostep towards keeping
ken, and so he
Street." Though
the community vigihad no choice
less
expensive
lant, and may still
but to take the
than the Trinity shuttle back to
owned machines,
not be enough to satthis new method
isfy [the authorities]." Trinity and find
a place to do his
causes far more
laundry.
He
trouble. "Where
Amy
Debaun
came
to
Little,
we used to throw
Director of Campus
and I ended up
the laundry in
having
to let him
and come back
Life
in four times
across the street
over the course
to study in the
comfort of home, we now have of the night. If the buildings
to pack up a couple hours' were open, like before, he could
worth of material and sit in an have come and gone as he
uncomfortable and loud envi- pleased."
ronment."
The matter seems to be uniClosing the buildings in no versally understood as a security
way stops non-residents from measure, but that does not
entering, or even from using the mean that it is not challenged.
facilities. Over the course of a "Safety should always be our top
day the doors to any dorm are priority. However, the careless
opened and closed hundreds of actions of a few should not overtimes by the residents; there is ride practicality," explained Reid
no way of telling who enters Vineis '10, a student living in
once the door is opened.
Funston.
"I understand it as a security
The dryers in Funston have

been out of order since the
beginning of trie semester, and
residents were told to do their
laundry in Jones, which they
now cannot access. Students
hope there can be a solution to
the problem
"Surely there can be a happy
medium between our protection
and an open campus." Shana
Conroy '10, a resident who lives
in North Campus, one of the
dorms where a false alarm was
pulled, said "I think that only
dorms in which the alarms were
pulled should be shut. The
majority of buildings aren't
going to have the same problems."
•
The responsibility rests on
the students, explained administrators. "We hope the change
can be lifted at some point and
returned to the democratic referendum process," DeBaun said,
Therefore the students themseles
are responsible for this change
in policy.
Since this order came from
the Hartford authorities, the
decision was not immediately
Trinity's. Unless the College is
able to lessen the frequency of
the Fire department being summoned to campus, it is unlikely
that the restrictions will be lifted anytime soon, according to
Trinity administrators.
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New Dean: We Will
Bring In Best Faculty
continued bom page 3

her new job, Fraden will certainly face challenges every step of
Fraden pointed . out that the way, one of which is getting
Trinity's urban location was-one to know personally the 200 plus
of the factors that attracted her faculty members of the College.
to the College. "A lot of my own In her interview with the Tripod,
scholarly work has focused on Fraden stressed on several occacultural organizations that take sions the importance of bringing
on city populations," she the best faculty to Trinity.
explained. "I grew up in a city
"It's my responsibility to
environment, and I love it. It bring together an incredible
provides so many cultural possi- group of professors at Trinity,
bilities. I think a city provides and I take that very seriously,"
opportunities to a liberal arts col- Fraden explained. "We've got
lege that can really make it a five searches going on this year,
unique institution."
and I'm very involved in all of
Born in San Francisco, them."
Fraden went on to Yale, which
Asked how Trinity would
she admits was a culture shock, continue to bring m accombut one which she enjoyed. After plished professors with a limited
earning her Ph.D. in English, budget she responded, "If you
Fraden began as an assistant pro- want top-notch professors, you
fessor of English at Pomona. have to offer them competitive
Twenty years later she found her- salaries; that's key, and we will do
self an associate dean of the col- that. Now that may mean that in
lege.
the short term we offer fewer
"I love Pomona," she said, programs, but it's the best thing
"but I had been there for 22 for the College. Our core misyears and was ready fqr .a^change. sion is instruction."
I wanted something that would
She goes on, "Students at
challenge me as a professional; Trinity should know that they
something that would bring new already have some of the best
opportunities. And I wanted and brightest professors in the
something in an urban environ- country. Some of them I knew
ment that offered great cultural professionally before I came here,
possibilities." Pomona College, and some I didn't. But they are
in Claremont, California, is very accomplished: many of
located in an upper-class neigh- them have done fascinating crossborhood about an hour east of disciplinary work. That's one of
downtown Los Angeles.
the reasons I feel confident
As she begins to acclimate to about Trinity's potential."

$66,000 Awarded For Service Projects
continued from page 3
order to create change and
improve problems in our community is the most exciting thing
I can think of," she said. "Too
often, people feel as though there
is nothing they can do to get
involved and help fellow human
beings, and I think this grant
serves to change that mindset."
Through discussion at the
meeting, attendees agreed that
another information session
should be held to ensure all interested students have the opportunity to participate. That meeting
is scheduled for Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. in Terrace Room B at
Mather Hall. As some projects

JoeTarzi

The Community Grants aim to help the communities of Hartford, and to bridge the gap between the school and the city

Law Increases Vigilance with Admin.
continued Bom page 3

Alford went on to say that
Associate Dean of Faculty
drinking to take place, and never Christopher Card would be meetwill. The new law changes noth- ing with the Greek leaders on
ing in that regard."
campus and their alumni officers
Fred Alford, Dean of Students to notify them about their
said that, "This law does not responsibilities as persons in
replace or diminish existing laws. charge of private property.
It is still illegal for minors to have
Langweiler is skeptical about
alcohol and for any one who is of the law's ability to impact underlegal age to provide alcohol to a age drinking, stating that
minor. Trinity has
"Campus culnever permitted
ture is not going
"It sure as hell won't
underage drinkto
change. This
change the way I
ing, but the new
is college; peoparty and I don't
law has prompted
ple will do what
think that it will
us to review the
they
want
change [anything] at
measures we take
whether or not
to prevent it. In
Trinity [...] Overall I
they
are
some cases it will
'allowed'
to
do
think that this law
S3
mean changes to
SO.
will be about as effechow
we run
Alford said,
tive as prohibition..."
events where alco"Trinity students
hol is served but
who choose to
the primary differ- - Nikolai J. Harovos '08
drink will find
ences will be in
ways to do so. I
how we monitor
would hope that
the rules already
anyone
who
in place."
rents an apartment or serves as
When asked what he thought an undergraduate or alumni offithe implications of the law were cer of a fraternity or sorority
for Trinity, Alford stressed the would recognize that they now
importance of students to ensure can be held criminally responsithey are complying with the law: ble for permitting or failing to
"Groups or individuals that have make reasonable efforts to precontrol over their own property vent underage drinking. I suspect
in apartments, homes, or Greek common sense and caution
Letter Societies will also be held would reduce access to alcohol."
to account by this law and would
Other administrators share
be well advised to make sure they this same sentiment, noting that
are making reasonable efforts to the law will not impact student's
prevent underage drinking."
actions, but they hope it will

are set to propose a fall imple- ground, new participants as well
mentation, the group will be as former Tutorial participants
closed to new membership fol- are determined to lead successful
lowing this meeting in order to projects and convince the donor
make progress on
to continue his
"It was one of my
immediate decigenerous fundsions.
ing.
proudest accomplishThe grant will
According to
ments here at Trinity"
be available only
Lloyd, Solomon
to
projects
is an activist
- Abigail Garrity '07 who,
planned
for
although
implementation
not an alumnus,
and completion by May 2007. was moved by Trinity's unique
However, following a mandatory inititive to engage its students
progress report and projected with the city of Hartford and
expenses, teams may apply for community service. But Lloyd:
further funding for the Fall 2007 "If we fail he [Solomon] won't
semester.
come back, but if we succeed it is
Although the group decision likely he'll come back with more
process is just getting off the money."

curb some of the parent's
actions.
"I think that the law will do
more to curb the parents actions
than underage students' actions,"
he added. He than added that
the fraternities will comply with
the new law. "It is our expectation that Greek-letter organizations will comply fully with
College policies regarding the
lawful provision, consumption
and possession of alcohol. Our
office does its best to insure that
only 21-plus students drink at pur
events."
Some believe the law will be
ineffective. Nikolai J. Harovos '08
said, "It sure as hell won't change
the way I party and I don't think
that it will change [anything] at
Trinity." He went on to draw a
parallel between this law and prohibition. "Overall I think that
this law will be about as effective
as prohibition, which in case you
don't know was wildly ineffective."
Others students think the law
will not affect anyone's attitudes
about drinking illegally, and
some students will continue to
drink. "The law will not have an
affect on student's already drinking," Annette Iwamoto '08 said.
"The school might get a little
stricter, but drinking is such a
huge part of the college lifestyle
(even on som 'dry' campuses)
that I don't see people toning it
down and I don't really plan on
changing my actions."

Campos Safety Report
The following events took
place between Sept 14th and
Sept 18th on campus:
Sept. 14:
A student reported that the
rear license plate of his motor
vehicle had been stolen while
the vehicle was parked in one
of the Summit Street parking
lots. This theft was reported
to the Hartford Police.
Sept 15:
Officers responded to a complaint from a driver of a
Yellow Cab Company that he
had provided transportation
to the Trinity campus to two
students. The driver stated
that upon their arrival at
Mather Hall, the students
fled without paying their fare.
Campus Safety and the
Hartford Police are investigating this incident.
Sept 16:
Officers performing routine
patrol of the High Rise dorm
found that the smoke detector
in the main lobby had been
destroyed, and that someone
had urinated in the south
stairwell. These matters were
referred to the Office of
Campus Life Dept.

Sept 16:
Officers responded to the.
Little Residence Hall in
response to a fire alarm.
Upon arrival, it was discovered that student had pulled
the alarm as a prank, and had

been seen running from the
building.
Sept 17:
Officers responding to a complaint of a large gathering at
the Boardwalk residence Hall
encountered multiple alcohol
violations. The crowd was dispersed without incident, and
several containers of alcohol
were confiscated.
Sept 17:
Officers responding to a fire
alarm at the Anadama residence Hall at 3 a.m. discovered that a large amount of
beer had been poured into
the fire alarm panel, temporarily disabling it.
Electricians had to be summoned to the campus to
make repairs to the alarm system.
Sept 18:
Officers responding to a
report of glass breaking in the
Ferris Rd. area discovered that
three campus vehicles had
been vandalized by having
windows broken. Campus
Safety along with Hartford
police are investigating this
incident.
Sept 18:
In the early morning hours of
Sept 18, three underage students were transported to the
Hartford Hospital Emergency
Room for treatment of severe
alcohol intoxication. All three
students were treated and
released.
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Trinity Students: Children of Divorce Dorm Closings a Poor
Answer to False Alarms
By ASHLEY BELL
SPORTS EDITOR

thirsty lately, and the child is left
wondering what the hell is going
on here. Eventually, the child
Here's the scenario: Two ends up in therapy, where he
deathly unhappy, but still fabu- resents his parents for continuing
lously preppy and well-known, to control his life when he sees
parents decide to finally separate, how badly their control habits
with the intention that they will have affected their marriage.
soon be divorced. They have a
The school is the mother,
small and equally fabulous child money is the father (to be stereowho is too young and too fasci- typical), the small child is the
nated with shiny objects to com- equally dazed Trinity student, the
prehend the entire situation. The mother's drinking is the adminisparents, being slightly self- tration's quick fixes, and therapy
absorbed, do not take the child is the transfer applications that
seriously into consideration when the Trinity students are currently
they plan out this separation. filling out as a way to cope. like
Their main objective is to fix the the small child, the Trinity stuhellhole of a marriage that they dent sees that money and the
found themselves in as soon as school are not getting along, but
humanly possible. The small child he has no background informahears Mommy and Daddy fight- tion on what exactly brought this
ing constantly, and does eventual- intense deterioration in what used
ly notice that Daddy is not to be a flourishing relatioriship.
around as much as he used to be He sees how it's affecting him
(the small child of course only with higher tuition rates and a
notices this when old, toys have, barren selection of housing, but
not been replaced by newer, he does not see a solution in sight
shinier ones). So Daddy's gone, because he still does not comMommy seems to be awfully pletely understand the problem.

At the town meeting held in
the spring, students asked for the
administration to clearly explain
the financial situation. Instead of
an adult explanation of what is
going on and what the school
hopes to do to solve this problem, the inquiry was glazed over
and the students were spoon-fed a
chalky,
yet . charismatically
rehearsed, soliloquy of denial,
like an uninformed child, when
Trinity students are not told what
is going on in a situation that
affects them, they will inevitably
resent the people who withhold
information.
This is where the trust begins
to deteriorate between the students and the administration.
Then, during the summer, the students get an e-mail that reads,
"Due to the fact that an unexpectedly high number of incoming
first-year students has accepted
our invitation to enroll at Trinity,
along with fluctuations, in the
study-abroad and transfer-student
see DIALOGUE on page 9

Don't Blame Drinking for Trin's Faults
By MIKE ROBINSON

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Last Sunday was my first
night out this year. It was also
the day I finally got an e-mail
from this esteemed publication
asking me to write an article for
the Opinions section. It was a
pretty exciting time to be me.
As I got ready to let loose two
weeks of pent up mischief on
Crescent Street, I ran over just
what I was going to write for my
triumphant first piece of public
writing. I had, in fact, been waiting for this e-mail all summer,
and knew very well what my
argument w,oji^4,b.e. Jn the
spring last year, conveniently
timed around the mounting

budget crisis and a small campus event known as Spring
Weekend, several articles were
published in the Tripod which
bashed the campus social scene
and basically blamed it for the
school's problems. I had decided that somebody needed to
write from the other perspective, but not in the semi-humorous, mildly entertaining fashion
that most of the social pieces in
the Tripod are written. My article had to be an articulate and
well-supported argument that
clearly proved the need for the
Trinity social life in all of its dissolute glory. On this past
Tuesday nieht, I sat down and
actually tried to write the ™nh

drinker that this was supposed
to be. A few hours later, every
brilliant word had become
another victim of the black
delete key. I was more frustrated
than disappointed. Throughout
the summer, I had reached similar dead ends in my logical progressions towards an answer.
There didn't seem to be a
defense that would make everyone a believer.
None of this concerned me
on Sunday night. My article wasn't due until later in the week. I
was interested in one thing and
one thing only: wrecking my
mind in a timely fashion and
having a great time at the vari-

word last stand of the Trinity

set SOCIAL on page 8

ByJOETARZI
OPINIONS EDITOR

Also, I find it hard to believe
that the majority of the campus
doesn't share my extreme sense
It was late on the night of of embarrassment at having to
Saturday, Sept. 9 and I was just have
the
Hartford
Fire
getting ready to go to sleep after Department come to campus
ridding my shoes,of the vomit almost every weekend because of
someone had left in Elton's false alarms. These guys are profourth floor bathroom when I fessional Firefighter and I'm surwas startled by a familiar pierc- prised it took them this long to
ing noise. At first I thought the say
enough
is
enough.
sound signified the start of the Personally, if I were the fire chief
day of reckoning and that the I would block Trinity College
apocalypse was nigh, but I from the department's phone
quickly remembered that the system. You sometimes hear stusound, which I often confuse dents complain that campus
with the sound of angels dying, safety and Firefighter are rude
was our trusty fire alarm system. during these alarms - wouldn't
Strangely, I almost found myself you be? Firefighter are there to
hoping there was a fire, a small fight fires, not to baby-sit us
one of course, just so that when whenever we pull them away
the Hartford Fire Department from duty.
showed up we could stand up
All that being said, I wholly
and proclaim "Some of us are disagree with the HFD's recomnot drunken idiots!" Of course, mendation that our campus
if there had been a fire it proba- dorms should be changed to resbly would have been started by a ident-only access. For one, I
drunken idiot so my point is would presume that most alarms
fairly moot.
are pulled by residents
and/or
There was no
Personally, if I were
their guests, both
fire; the fire
the fire chief I would
of whom still
alarm, like the
block Trinity College
have access to
two others that
the dorms. The
night,
at
from the departonly individual
Wheaton
and
ment's phone system
this new policy
North, were the
[...] Firefighter are
might
affect is
acts of mysterithere to right fires,
the
serial
alarmous shadowy fignot
to
baby-sit
us
puller
who,
logiures.
Perhaps
cally,
could
simwhenever
we
pull
the spirits of
ply
wait
outside
a
those executed
them away from duty.
dorm
for
someon Gallows Hill
one to let him or
have come to
her
into
the
dorm
and then pull
seek their revenge using drunken
off
the
crime.
I
think
that we
students as vessels in order to
can agree that with people conpull fire alarms.
The administration, in its stantly entering and leaving
infinite wisdom, has since insti- most dorms all night on weektuted a closed access policy in ends (when most alarms are
order to prevent the evil spirits pulled) the new policy will do
from entering the dorms and nothing to alleviate the probpulling fire alarms ... because we lem.
all know that it can't be the resThe new policy does, howevidents themselves pulling the er, have significant negative
alarms.
effects for the student body.
I'm getting a little ahead of Those problems have recently
myself, though. First, I want to come to light in the past week;
be on record as saying that any- people have lost convenient
one (yes, even rich people) access to some study lounges,
caught pulling a fire alarm or offices like those of the Tripod
proven to have pulled a fire or Slate that are in dorms,
alarm should be expelled with- friends, and lovers.
out question - no disciplinaryAs much as there is drinking
hearing or negotiation, just the and partying going on in the
figurative and literal boot. The dorms, people also get together
mere fact that you would do for academic and personal reasomething like that, regardless sons which are now hindered by
of your state of inebriation, the new policy.
demonstrates that you lack the
Also, the new policy prematurity to be in a collegiate sumes that everyone on campus
environment, and you know has a cellular phone and/or
who you are (unless you were so dorm phone with which to coordrunk you don't remember it, in dinate when people can just
which case you don't). Also, I drop by.
apologize for discriminating
What I think we should be
against the drinkers of Trinity most disappointed in is the way
(all 2400 of you, including in which the administration
myself) but I just can't believe chose to handle this issue.
someone sober would think According to Dean Alford's
pulling a fire alarm is a good Monday Sept. II e-mail to the
idea - most people don't think campus the HFD requested that
itV* a^gooS" i3ea""even
they're drunk.
see ADMIN on page 9
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Dear Jimmy

President
Jones Answers
Students'
Questions

What can we all do
on campus to instill
a sense of responsibility and community among members
of the student body?
Right now, this question
is a difficult one for me
to answer because of the
rash of incidents we have
recently had to endure
whereby some members
of the student body have thought it somehow
funny or clever to pull fire alarms in our residence
halls. I doubt that any of us who have ever had
to confront a real fire in a residence hall could
ever possibly understand why such juvenile antics
might be considered humorous, but the community simply must understand that pulling fire alarms
as some sort of a joke puts the entire College at
risk. The Hartford Police Chief, after the third
false alarm had occurred and after fire trucks had
left, actually threatened to have us hire off-duty
police to watch over every fire alarm in the entire
residential system if we had another prank.
When we finished with the draft of the
Convocation address I actually used, we were in
draft eighteen, and we put the draft to bed only
fifteen minutes or so before the procession had to
begin. I worry more about that one speech than
the scores of others I wind up giving in any one
year because I
fight with myself
What if the seven
constantly over
trying to find
fire trucks disjust the right
patched to campus
words to convey
the importance
on just one of the
of our students'
false alarms had
moving
over
kept that protection
what
.Wallace
Stegner wonderfrom somewhere
fully
labeled
else?
one's "pontoon
bridge," that is
the bridge over
which each of you in the student body is now
passing, the bridge from adolescence to adulthood.
Surely, pulling fire alarms when there is no fire is
the mark of a child and not that of an adult.
What if the seven fire trucks dispatched to campus
on just one of the false alarms had kept that protection from a fire somewhere else? Who would
wish to be responsible for such a thing as the loss
of a life or the loss of someone's home because of
some childish prank?
I would suggest to each and every member of the
student body simply this: columns from presidents, dictates from deans of students, and admonitions from members of any school's Residential
Life staff cannot ever duplicate the pressures,
responsibilities, and expectations that students can
impose upon themselves.
At the end of the day, Trinity belongs to the faculty, to the staff, to the alumni, to the trustees, to
the members of the Board of Fellows, but it also
belongs to those for whom the institution actually exists: the student body at any given moment in
an institution's history.
Let's just hope that, God forbid, we should ever
really need a set of fire trucks because we have a
campus emergency, someone else, somewhere else,
has not repeated what has now happened here and
pulled a fire alarm as a prank.

Please send any questions for President
Jimmy Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Social Scene Intrinsic Part of Trinity
half a case of beer in tow. Soon mind. As the crowd spilled
enough, I was into my third down Crescent Street, I sat on
cms parties I planned to attend game of beer pong, a thrilling the front step of my apartment,
that night. Still, I felt soni; battle that went down to the last watching all of them. Pairs of
thought was necessary, so I cup in overtime. As the game guys and girls walked quickly off
pledged that, while I was still progressed, I watched the peo- in all directions. Large groups
able to think clearly enough, I ple at the party. My roommate, talked of heading back to their
would brainstorm some ideas still holding the whiskey bottle, dorms to continue the party. I
that I could integrate into my barreled into furniture while decided to ask John Q. one
argument. With my old, creativ- everyone avoided him like the more thing.
"But if there was no partying
ity inspiring friends, Natural Ice plague. John CX laughed. I saw
and Old Crow Whiskey, and another guy, quite inebriated, on campus, wouldn't that affect
students
apply
to
with a particularly nagging hanging all over a poor girl who which
acquaintance named John Q. had that wonderfully awkward, Trinity?"
"Well, I guess." he replied,
Intellectual, I sat down and slightly frightened smile on her
began the writing process. The face. There was something: "that still doesn't prove its
booze was a fine catalyst for drinking kills inhibitions. It necessity."
With that I retired. On
involved rumination. John Q. leads to mental and sexual liberTuesday, I failed m my attempt
was my counter argument, and ation.
to write my defense. No arguwould, shoot down any flawed
"Weak," John Q. said.
point I tried to make.
"How? Everyone's tryin' to ment was sufficient. So, sitting
My first exercise was a casu- get laid, right? Plus, I always say at my computer screen, I
thought back to
al pre-game in my room, having if you don't
Sunday. The one
a few drinks while my room- regret anything,
People always forget
question John Q.
mates and I watched the Giants- you
haven't
the community buildhad trouble with
Colts game. The beer was cold done anything,"
ing that drinking foswas the last one.
and the whiskey was smooth, I said.
ters. It gives everyWhy was that?
and we all were having a great
"What about
Well,
I figured it
time ripping on Eli Manning date
rape?
one something in
was
all
the
and commenting on how People do some
common.
defense
the
"dirty" every good play was. I pretty terrible
thought that this was a fine things
when
Trinity
social
place to start with my defense of they're drunk. Look at how awk- scene needed. In reality, when
the social scene. Here were four ward that girl looks. And not looking at the structure of a colgood friends, enjoying a few everyone is trying to get laid. lege, drinking and partying have
cold ones and a good football Let's not even get into gender no place, at least not in the
game. There are few things more roles in this scene," he said.
sense that things like theater,
enjoyable.
dance
or sports do. So, you
He was right again. That
can't
defend
it because the
"There's no need for you to argument was weak and it'd be
school
does
not
dictate partybe drinking, though," John CX picked apart. The beer pong
ing.
It
is
purely
a
product
of the
said.
game ended with my team on
personalities
that
partake
in it.
top.
My
partner
and
I
"Why not? We all like having
Whereas
a
school
theater
group
embraced,
celebrating
a
great
a few beers. There's nothing
wrong with that," I answered win. We shook hands with the has to perform a play, a social
other team, talking about how group of students is free to
resolutely.
"Alright, that's fine. But this this one would go down as one choose whatever they want when
still doesn't account for the of the great games of the year. they go out. It isn't the instituexcessive drinking done by the There was a genuine camaraderie tion which keeps up the hard
rest of the campus as the night in the whole thing. People drinking atmosphere of the
always forget the community weekends. It's the students.
goes on," he replied.
When prospective students
He was right. Any praise for building that drinking fosters. It
come to visit Trinity, they see
casual drinking would be full of gives everyone something in
very
gifted, intelligent students
glaring holes. John Q. didn't common.
in an excellent academic setting.
call the drinking excessive with"That's pretty ridiculous.
Then, on thfe "weekends, they see
out reason. Trinity students, on There's so many ways to build
a raucous, aggressive social
the whole, party as hard as they community without acting like a
scene that lives because of these
work. I watched one of my drunk fool. That camaraderie is
same people.
roommates take his third large all fake," John Q. observed.
swig of the whiskey bottle, the
While I sat on my step and
"I don't agree with that," I
haze in his eyes growing notice- said.
saw all those lost souls finding
ably.
"Big deal. I'm sure a lot of their way home from another
"That's unnecessary," John people will," he said snively.
night of hard partying, a scene
Q. commented.
I was getting pretty sick of that would have fit perfectly
It probably was. Still, I began John CL, but he didn't go away. into a good Bruce Springsteen
to think about the escape a nice Every time I saw something wor- song, I was witnessing one of
bender provided. College life is thy, he shot it down. I moved the defining characteristics of
a
pretty
stressful
thing. on to another party and saw our school. It was an expression
Sometimes, it is comforting to another friend, very inebriated,' of the student body, existing
lose yourself for a night. I was with a big smile on his face. He uniquely outside of the school
looking forward to it.
said he was so glad that he final- framework, but intrinsically part
"That's a terrible cop out. ly could get drunk and have a of it. It may be hard to imagine
that the kid puking on Vernon
There are other ways to cope good time.
"He's fooling himself. Do we Street is so important to your
with stress," John Q. interruptneed to debate the effects of college, but, as wrong as it may
ed.
"Yeah, I guess there are, but societal pressure on his prefer- sound, that kid is just as responsible for you and the people
this always works for me," I said. ences?" John Q. interrupted.
It didn't help when he threw around you being here as any"That may be true, but not
for everyone. Besides, drinking up mid sentence a few minutes thing else.
All those people who deciduntil you vomit is a pretty awful later. I saw two people, neither
ed
that
drinking was the reason
of
whom
was
too
fond
of
the
thing to do to yourself, regardfor all the school's problems
less of your emotional and men- other, yelling at each other.
"I know what you're think- were ignoring one of the most
tal condition," he replied.
So the stress argument ing," John Q. said, "but even important aspects of their own
wouldn't convince everyone. I though they've wanted to get all community.-They should look
decided to shut down my brain- this off their chests for a long elsewhere for a scapegoat. John
storming for a little bit. I time, what good is it if they O^ and his ilk should be focusing on alumni participation, or
watched with great delight as Eli can't do it sober?"
I was getting all dead ends. endowment, or money mismanfailed to drive the Giants to a
victory in the last few minutes When the police came and agement in the '90s. Leave the
of the game, and then I headed broke up the party, I wandered drinking alone. It's more crucial
out for a party across the street, home, not in the best state of than you'd think.
continued from page 7
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Dialogue Necessary For Student Trust AdrnMstratioifs Answer
to False Alarms Extreme
continued &om page 7

reciprocate instead of rebelling. It
starts with the little things, like
Campus Safety for example. We
get verbally assaulted when we call
asking for directions back to campus when we're lost in a bad section of Hartford, as if we're putting out the officers who are sup. posed to help us when we're in
trouble. Yet every morning these
same officers are practically
prancing they're so motivated to
book it all over campus in search
of cars parked illegally by desperate students. Students wake up to
find their cars towed, learning
that when it comes to the incredibly important issue of parking,
they're given no leeway. Yet,
there's not enough room on campus for even the people with parking stickers. Students are caught
in a catch-22 situation, and parking is just one example of these
kinds of situations.
Because we're never given the
benefit of the doubt in these situations, students begin to wonder
and gossip about things like the
school getting a cut of the towing
expense,
possibly
another
onslaught from the financial crisis
that no one can get a straight
answer about. Since there's no
trust, we can only assume that
we're part of a bigger conspiracy
with these problems. When we're
perpetually uninformed about
our education, these petty restric-

tions push us over the edge. The
school can't have it both ways; it
populations, we are experiencing
can't leave the students unina shortage of dorm space on camformed about their education and
continued from page 7
decision). Why don't we dig up
pus and we will be housing stuthen expect them to understand
some of the idiots who protestdents offcampus." {lad the stuthe visible attention paid to . we make the change, it did not ed to extend our already more
dents been informed as to what
Considering the than adequate library hours last
insignificant restrictions. To go demand it.
was going on, the reaction to this
back to the overwhelmed small alarms were pulled on a Saturday semester to act against an actual
e-mail might have been different.
child analogy, this child will not night and the lockout went into injustice against the student
But since a lack of information
understand his mother's incessant effect Monday afternoon I'm body.
had turned into a lack of trust,
need to control the amount of tel- glad to see that the administraI'm sure that the administrathe students could only assume
evision that the child watches tion took a full 32 hours to con- tion will claim that its hands
that the school had accepted
when his mother neglects him sider alternatives. Once again were tied before the decision was
more students to relieve the finanevery other minute of the day the administration has chosen to actually made.
As President
cial problems with more tuition.
demonstrate its ability to take Jones stated in this week's "Dear
that she's not disciplining him.
Add this lack of trust to the
Should the school completely unilateral. action without the Jimmy" column, "The Hartford
petty control that the school
get rid of deadlines and policies consent of those whom the Police Chief, after the third false
insists on maintaining, and the
so that students love everything action affects, the students. alarm had occurred and after
students get even more frustrated.
about college life but live in a per- There was no effort made to fire trucks had left, actually
Allow me to elaborate. The school
petual free-for-all? No, but the solicit the suggestions of the stu- threatened to have us hire offattempts to keep the students on
school needs to rebuild a sense of dents and/or faculty on how to duty police to watch over every
a short leash through annoying
trust with the students before it combat the problem. What I fire alarm in the entire residenpolicies and changes (parking tickcan repair the deflating financial can only presume happened is tial system if we had another
ets, towing cars, bookstore prices,
conditions, hi a nutshell, the stu- that the powers that be sat down prank."
bookstore return policy, segregatdents and the administration need that Monday morning and
Amazingly though, there
ing the students at social events,
to have more interaction than just decided to follow the HFD's rec- were probably other options
rising on-campus food prices/this
when the students are being disci- ommendation without question. besides that extreme measure
whole half-sandwich deal at the
Now, I do think that the rec- and the one actually put in
plined. If the administration can
Cave, etc). Combine these with
cut the students a break on things ommendation should have been place. Here are two recommenan overall lack of support and
like parking and explain what they seriously considered by both the dations from a student that
understanding and you've got one
can about current conditions, the students and the administration, could have been considered
unhappy child of a broken home.
students will respect what the but with all due respect to the before the decision was finalThe bottom line: give the students
administration can't say. But if HFD they may be recommend- ized: Instituting a campus-wide
a break on less significant issues
the students remain neglected and ing a solution to a problem they fine for any alarm pulled. As I
and we'll give you one on the curfrustrated, poor finances will don't fully understand. Making stated earlier, these alarms are an
rent situation.
cause poor student-administration the dorms resident access only embarrassment for the entire
If the school puts forth an
conditions, and no amount of will not rid the
campus,
so
effort in rebuilding its relationtherapy or other quick fixes will dorms of nonmaybe
we
I feel that the
ship with the students, we will
residents; it will
suffice.
should all pay.
administration has
only mean that a
Also, if, as the
crossed the line in
non-resident simadministration's
instituting this policy
ply needs to wait
logic suggests,
for a resident to
without consulting
most
alarm
enter the dorm
pullers are nonthe student body. It
to gain entry.
n
residents, then
makes us look powerAlso, according
this would solve
less.
to the e-mail:
that
problem,
"The
Hartford
since they would
Fire Department
be fined no mathas requested that we make all ter where they pulled an alarm.
"I don't care what I have to do to get into High Rise our residence halls resident-only
A less drastic compromise,
access to ensure that smaller however, would have been to
- I will seduce my way in."
communities remain account- institute the lock down only at
able for the fire/safety systems night and on weekends, when
Adaeze Ekeson
in the building" - That state- the majority of alarms are
CLASS OF 2007
ment simply makes no sense. pulled. Given the relative ease
The community that was held with which it seemed all the
accountable before is the same buildings were shut last Monday,
' as the one now - that being the would it be so hard to have
entirety of the dorm in which someone lock them out at night
the alarm was pulled. In what and open them up in the mornway are smaller communities ing? But none of those options
being held accountable for were ever considered or, if they
"Sometimes we stick a branch through their window." 111
alarms? We should instead look were considered, we do not
at this as what it really is;, no one know why they were dismissed.
Benjamin Butterworth • >iJL- 1
would actually believe that this
CLASS OF 2008 ™ "
I will be sending a copy of
is a major deterrent to false this article directly to President
alarms, rather, it is more likely a Jones in the hope that, at the
punishment.
very least, we will find out why
options
were
not
I think that the administra- other
tion (which, not to vilify it com- addressed and, if they were, why
pletely, is made up of some of they were dismissed. I will also
the hardest working people I've be sending an article to HFD
"Throw rocks through their window."
ever met, who really care about Chief Charles Teale Sr. in the
Trinity) would probably be the hope that the department will
Maria Dixon
first to admit that, between beg- rescind its recommendation for
CLASS OF 2009
ging for money and trying to the simple reason that it won't
balance the budget, the con- work.
The lockout may temporarily
cerns of students sometimes get
reduce
the number of false
overlooked. But I feel that the
alarms
or
it may increase them
administration has crossed the
line in instituting this policy due to students pulling them
without consulting the student out of spite; the sharif may not
body. It makes us look power- like it, but they're going to rock
'Call them on the phone?"
less and demonstrates again the the casbah anyway. What I do
impotence of the Student know for sure, however, is that
Austin Berescik-Johns
Government Association (which, in the long run this will affect
CLASS OF 2007 1
as the main student conduit to the quality of student life far
the administration, shoul&be up more than it affects the number
in arms demanding to know why of false alarms pulled on this
they weren't involved in this campus.

Along the Long Walk

ow will you get into your friends' dorms
now that they're closed?
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One Stop Job Shopping...
Travel to Boston onNovember 3 r d to Interview with Top Employers
and Attend a Huge Career Fair!
Apply to interview for jobs with over 30 Boston organizations.
Students s elected by empl oyers to intervi ew will b e notified by. late 0 ctob er.
All interviews will be conducted at the Maniot Tremont Hotel on November 3rd.

Connect with over 50 Employers at a Career Fair.
B ring your resume and WOW other employers seeking candidates.
To be considered by employers for an interview, you mustpreHapply!
AM app lications an? due Friday, Octob er (S*.
To learn more about this editing opportunity and how to apply,
attend an INFORMATION SESSION:

Friday, September 22nd at noon
OR
Tuesday, September 261*1 at 4pm
CSO Lobby
Not interested in working in B oston? More information to come on Off-Campus Recruiting Events in
New York City on January 12 and Washington DC. on February 9.
T^n-TTtrynft mfftrmatim an a i i t l w p Off-ft amply; B»rmJHngTih»-»l-g gn t n -
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Trin's Tucker Carlson '92Dances With The Stars
By ANDREW BKTSON
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

meeting Tucker Carlson last year at an positions before becoming the youngest
event hosted by Trinity Alum and Trustee host in the network's history, first on
Raymond Joslin. He had this to say "The Spin Room" and then on
Tucker Carlson, libertarian pundit, about his encounter: "Tucker is acutely "Crossfire." He now hosts his own show
accomplished journalist, and extraordi- intelligent, very sharp rhetorically, and "Tucker," on MSNBC.
nary dancer is also, as many of you established an immediate relationship
Most recently, Tucker
should know, a former student at our very with the students who were in the seminar
received widespread media
own Trinity College. Yes, long before room." Tucker also told President Jones
i coverage
when
ABC
dancing the cha-cha on ABC's "Dancing that he basically kept to himself at Trinity
H f e ™ announced that he was to
with the Stars" and long before the infa- but that he enjoyed a lot of his professors.
" ^ *^ compete on the third seamous verbal conflict with Jon Stewart,
It appears to be the-general miscon**"% "*' s o n °f "Dancing with the
Tucker walked (and probably partied) ception among those who love and those
^ ^ f Stars." Tucker and his pro'Neath the Elms.
who hate Tucker that he only
jfessional dance partner Elena
Tucker, who is known mostly for his "attended" Trinity and
pitted against an
conservative-libertarian views, tongue-in- therefore failed to receive
11-star
cast
of
cheek comments, and bow ties (which he a degree.
However,
washed-up "B-List"
abandoned in 2006), graduated from St. according
to
the
celebrities includGeorge's School in Newport before com- records
in
the
ing a bald Joey
ing to study in Hartford. Not a whole lot Registrar's
Office
Lawrence, an aging
is known about his time at Trinity, as he "Mr. Carlson received
erry Springer, and
rarely speaks about it on television and it a B.A. in History in
M a r i o
has not been covered very well by the May 1992."
It
Lopez. On
news. However, a quote of Tucker's does appears
that
|the first
give us some insight into the matter:
Tucker, who was
episode,
"After four yeSrs' I had met a lot of apparently a freshman
a superbly
interesting people, gone to a couple of in 1987, did fail to receive
tanned, bowclasses and restored a motorcycle and that a degree during his fir
tied
Tucker
was it. And so I wasted my time at col- four years but fulfilled
Carlson stepped on
lege."
his requirements the folstage to do the cha-cha.
It would appear that Tucker Carlson lowing year.
It began with Tucker
had a lot of fun at Trinity, and I'm sure
After
college,
sitting in a chair while
he did, as many of us do. According to Tucker followed in the
the beautiful Elena
one source who used to frequent Tucker's footsteps of his father,
danced around him
freshman dorm room in Cook 111B, the Richard W. Carlson,
until she ripped
fact that he still remembers the dorm retired news anchor
off his bow tie
number after so many years "probably and CEO of PBS, and
and pulled him
says it all."
went into news. As
onto the dance
"-. floor.
I'll
However, this is not to give the journalist Tucker was a
impression that all Mr. Carlson did at member of the editorial
- spare you the
Trinity was party. Apparently he was the staff at Policy Review
details of my
kind of student who loved to debate and magazine and was an
^'excitement
would frequently make inappropriate or editorial writer for the
^ but needless
controversial comments to get the ball Arkansas Democratto say, it was
rolling. One such incident occurred in a Gazette. He is a reg-,
f breathtaking.
Women's Studies class, and though I will ular contributor to
Tucker
had
(which
withhold the details of his remark, it obvi- Esquire
a long way
ously was not taken lightly by the females named
but apparently he
him
the
in the room. But according to a fellow Seventh
still has a long way to
Beststudent of his, these comments were not Dressed Man
The remainder of
intourtesyofwww.weta.org
necessarily his opinions but were said in 2004), and his writthe dance, while
order to spark emotion in whomever he ings can be found in
impressive, was
was debating with. Tucker still does this numerous publications ranging from GQ_
fairly awkward.
to the day, such as when he told to The Wall Street Journal.
His dance was not nearly as complicated
Canadian politician Caroline Parrish,
Though he is an accomplished writer, as some of the other contestants', and
"The average Canadian is too busy dog Tucker is known primarily as a television with the exception of his hilarious facial
sledding."
personality. His television career began gestures, lacked a lot of flair. It appears
President Jones had the honor of on CNN, where he filled various on-air that the cha-cha isn't really his dance and
that he. would have been better with a
dance that required less passion and less
coordination.

Courtesy of www.abc.com
Trinity Alum Tucker Carlson performs z dance routine on national TV to not-so-stcflat reviews.

Following the dance a breathless and
giddy Tucker approached the judges looking very optimistic. Unfortunately the
judges then attempted to crush Tucker's
spirits and end his dreams of winning by
giving him a score of 12 out of 30. His
only chance at making it to the next show
was in the hands of the viewers. So, feeling a certain drive from within I got on
my phone and voted for Tucker and Elena
until the automated recording told me
that I had reached the maximum votes. I
recruited my friends to do the same,
because after all who really wants to watch
a sleeveless and hairless Joey Lawrence do
anything, let alone dance? Unfortunately,
my desire to see Tucker dance again was
not matched by the rest of the viewers
and, when the votes came in the following
day, he had lost and was removed from
the show. I should have known better. It
appears that the audience of "Dancing
with the Stars" is partial to Springer and
Lopez, which I guess makes sense. The
hurt is deep, but there's no need to worry

- Tucker wift be just fine.

Trinity Offers
Human Rights
Options
ByGREHASNGLA
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
On Wednesday evening, six summer
fellows from Trinity's Human Rights
program came together to share their
experiences with the Trinity community. With less than 20 people in the
audience, coordinators were, needless
to say, dissatisfied with the lack of
attendance. "We were really disappointed with the turnout this year,"
commented Suheyla Nurlu '08, one of
the presenters. "I thought the Human
Rights program meant something to
the school."
With the creation of the Human
Rights program in 1998, Trinity gave
students the ability to create their own
Human Rights major, as well as the
chance to study the subject as a minor.
This project was unique, as it was the
first of its kind among undergraduate
institutions. Aside from classroom
interaction, the Human Rights program also offers extracurricular activities open to the entire campus. The
first is an Advocacy Fellow inResidence program, which brings professors and qualified experts to Trinity
for a week to discuss current happenings throughout the world.
The
department also sponsors a yearlong
lecture series that focuses, on a single
topic. This year it will be to concentrate on "The Global Impact of the
War on Terror on Human Rights."
A third option, open to qualified
Trinity students, is the Human Rights
Summer Fellows Internship. This program places students among the
world's top non-profits for a summer,
where they receive hands-on experience
and insight into the world of human
rights. Kristina Miner '07, who spent
her summer with Physicians for
Human Rights, found that the human
rights community is not as large as one
would think. "I was most astonished
at how small and connected the
human rights world really is. We read
about so many non-profit, do-good
organizations, but at least to me they
have always seemed so separate from
each other. This summer, I learned that
there are many connections. People
from the Harvard Humanitarian
Initiative, for example, will help out
PHR in their organization's student
conference.
Groups may compete
against each other for similar funds,
but they seem to work towards some of
the same general goals and help each
other when they can."
Physicians for Human Rights,
where both Miner and Faiza Khan '07
interned, "Promotes health by protecting human rights. PHR gives ignored
health professionals a voice," Khan
said. "Sometimes they are arrested,
detained, and threatened, even though
they have rights under the Geneva
Convention." Concentrating on issues
such as torture, prison and asylum conditions, health and justice for youth,
and AIDS, PHR urges medical health
officials to use their influence to help
stop human rights violations.

see STUDENTS^oa pagg 12
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Students Gain Experience with Diverse Human Rights Groups
continued from page 11

ed, "I think the whole experience [of working at AI] was eye
Khan, during her three- opening because I learned that
month stay in Boston, worked people are the same everywhere,
on two substantial issues: the even in a major human rights
Colleagues at Risk program and organization
like
Amnesty
a
project
concerning International. The departmental
Guantanamo Bay detainees.
and individual competition was
Miner, also involved with over the top. You would think
PHR, spent her summer in the that the whole Amnesty staff
outreach department, which con- would work peacefully and for
centrated on a conference for the same cause, but I observed
medical students. "Medical offi- that each department was trying
cials have more political clout to promote its own share of
than they think, " she said. For work, and does not pay much
instance, when they sign onto attention to others. It's as if
letters asking for the cessation of we're a corporate company."
certain human rights violations, She spent a majority of her sumthey are doing it without a polit- mer working on one issue, the
ical agenda.
Stop Violence Against Women
The next two presenters, campaign, and more specifically,
Rebecca Snyder '09 and Nurlu, Shield the Women of Darfur.
spent their summers with
Jessica Hart '08, another
Amnesty
International
in summer fellow, worked for the
Washington, D.C. AI, a non- Mississippi Workers Center for
profit organization that works to Human Rights, an organization
protect internationally recog- whose mission is to provide
nized human rights, claims over "organizing support, legal repre1.8 million members across 150 sentation and training for lowcountries and territories. Snyder wage, non-union workers in the
worked closely with the Country state of Mississippi." Much of
Specialist Program, a group of Hart's time was spent in the
140 special volunteers, each of field, going from home to home
whom had expertise in a certain discussing local problems. One
country. Through this group, of the issues faced in Mississippi
Snyder had the ability to single- was the use of a cotton gin that
handedly plan a four-day youth ran for 10 weeks throughout the
outreach program.
summer. It would blow rubbish
AI works specifically on into the city and caused a wide
seven focus areas, from control- range of health problems.
ling arms to stopping torture, Through the center, Hart
and each area tends to work researched environmental policy
independently. Nurlu comment- and hired an attorney to fight

Nicholas C. Ryan
Suheyla Nurlu '08, Rebecca Snyder '09, Faiza Khan '07 and Kristina Miner '07 were part of the Human Rights panel.

for area residents.
The last presenter of the
evening was Kristen Chin '07,
who interned for the Watchlist
on
Children
and
Armed
Conflict, a non-profit that works
to end violations against children in battle. This includes
both helping children in unsafe
refugee camps and stopping their

Around Trinity
APs Saying 'No' to these
Obnoxious Bros

Silly Freshmen, Only YOU
Can Prevent Closet Fires

AT would like to award the velvet rope of
exclusivity to a certain Vernon Street fraternity. We would Eke to think that after only having been open for approximately five minutes,
this band of brothers would remain faithful to
the people who helped them re-emerge last
semester by actually showing up to their nolonger-suspended-late-night soirees. Last time
AT checked, this wasn't Bungalow 8 (where,
btdubbs, AT has never been denied entrance),
and the brothers weren't able to offer tickets
to the gun show (if you know what AT means)
to qualify as bouncers. And P.S.: a 100:1 ratio
of chicks to dicks and a lack of thirst-quenching refreshments does not a good party make.
Just something to keep in mind.

HAHAHAHAHAHA ... okay, now that
AT has gotten that out of its system, we
should actually recognize that fire safety is not
a joke. That is, unless you get charged with
arson your third weekend of freshman year
because you didn't understand that fire shots
contain a key ingredient that happens to be ...
um, flammable? We feel really bad for your
parents / everyone you've ever come into contact with. Congratulations, drunk girl, you
have managed to prove the theory that fire
mixed with a closet full of clothes (read: highly flammable Nantucket red pants) equals
DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE. Too bad the
Deans and police had to be the wet blankets
(tee hee) on this "hott" partay.

Hot Hook-Ups are
Happening in the Halls

Senior's Dancing Debut Fails
to Impress

Thanks to an anonymous donor, PDA can
now reign rampant in the hall of a certain
dorm (this may or may not be the tallest
building on campus, and no, it's not the
Chapel... give up yet? You're stupid). AT commends the efforts of whoever decided that the
original distance from the elevator to his bed
was just too much of a workout (and allowed
for way too much foreplay). A certain team of
butt-slapping individuals figured they'd make
the journey a little easier for everyone by moving a bed to the hallway. They've decided that
after they go up (in the elevator, duh) they're
ready to get it up, right away. AT bore witness
to many a sack-session this past weekend.
Actually, they were involved. Just kidding.

One of the best parts about turning 21 is
getting into the Tap. Legally, that is. Once
inside, you might choose to dance on top of
the bar. AT would Eke to point out that the
Tap actually posts a sign warning potential
happy-feets that they dance at their own risk,
though it goes mostly ignored. But after this
past Thursday, perhaps more Tappers will pay
attention. An unnamed senior gave quite an
impressive show, hip swirls and all, although
her dismount needed a. little work. She fell,
also rather impressively, off the bar and into
the muck below, damaging her ankle in the
process. She is now hobbling about qn crutches, so feel free to congratulate her o i l i e r dancing debut when you see her.

physical involvement in the conflicts. Because most countries'
governments and the United
Nations overlook children's liberties, the Watchlist publishes
reports aimed to inform and
influence; they want others to
take the initiative and fight for
children's rights.
While each student had her

own unique experience, Nurlu
gave an excellent summary about
her time spent in the Summer
Fellows Program. "I have always
been interested in human rights,
especially the advocacy part.
Since I am a Human Rights
Major, this opportunity was the
best thing for me." Simply said,
"It was an amazing experience."

Senior Spotlight:
Michael Lenihan

Courtesy of Michael Lenihan
Swimmer Mike Lenihan, shown with his mom, is actively involved at Trinity.

Trinity Tripod Let's start with a
few basics. Where are you from,
background, whatever you want to
share.
Mike Lenihan: Alright, I am originally from New York - Long Island
- and my dad's job moved us up
to Massachusetts - North Andover
- when I was 12 or 13, so I've Eved
there for my entire life, since then.
I went to North Andover High
School; swam since I was eight,
and basically that's my life.
Tripod Could you teE about your
experience with the swim team at
Trinity?
Lenihan: I was captain sophomore

year and this year, and it's a great
team. We've gotten a lot bigger
over the years. Two years ago I
think, we started this thing called
Swim Across America, it's a fundraiser [for cancer research].
Tripod So Swim Across America is
obviously a big deal. This was the
second year you've done it, so can
you talk about your involvement?
Lenihan: I started, it with a friend
of mine from Long Island - they
have different sites - and they do
one in Long Island Sound and she
wanted to do • the Boston one,
because she couldn't make the one
down in Long Island. So, she was
like, "You want to do Boston with
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Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
January 20 - February 18
Just because Do It Day has passed doesn't mean
that you should stop giving back. Put yourself out
there this week, there are many outlets for your generous nature.
-Best Place to Meet Someone-. Soccer Game Stands

PISCES

February 19 - March" 20

Bummed about not getting into the late night venue
of your choice? Retail therapy will definitely lighten
your load (and your wallet). Forever 21 always has
cute items for a college budget.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Maple Liquor Store

T

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

Chartwells making you sick? Grab a few friends and
that cute boy from down the hall to order in this
week. You never know what can happen over some
takeout.
Best Place to Meet Someone: B-Level in the Libes

TAURUS

April 20 - May 20

Confidence is attractive. Don't be afraid to have a
date with yourself and a couple fashion mags for
lunch. If all else fails, Cave Mary always makes a
great date.
. Befit_Place to Meet Someone: Purple House

n

GEMINI

May 21-June 21

Crap piling up on your floor? Caution: you may be
accused of being an inconsiderate roommate. Take
some time to straighten your room and you may
straighten up some friendships along the way.
Best Place to Meet Someone: High Rise Elevator

CANCER

June22-Jufy22

Feeling overly competitive with the same sex? Take
some time to soul-search this week and you will be
feeling better in no time. At the end of the day,
remind yourself how totally awesome you really are.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Campus Safety Car
LEO
July 23 - August 22
Missing the lazy-dog days of summer? Mix one part
sunshine, one part quad, 2 parts great friends, and
throw in some homework and you have all the
ingredients to step back in time.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Pike Fire Escape

VIRGO

August 23 - September 22

Having trouble getting back into the swing of
things? Less time in the Psi U basement and more
time in the library might do you good. Your friends
will be there when you re-emerge from Raether.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Egg Line in Mather.

LIBRA

September 23 - October 22

Overwhelmed by all the new faces? Be careful, your
impulsiveness this month may cause you to make
some bad decisions. Remember: it never looks as
good on Sunday morning on the walk of shame.
Best Place to Meet Someone Trinfo Cafe

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21
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Weekend's Conference Interests Trinity
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Over the weekend, Trinity's
Department
of
Modern
Languages and Literature hosted a
three-day international conference
on Exiles from Nazi Germany.
The conference, "Exile and Travel:
Exploring Displacement, Crossing
Boundaries,
and
the
Traveler/Stranger in German Exile
Arts and Writings 1933-1945," was
sponsored by the American
Society for Exile Studies and
organized by Johannes F. Evelein,
Associate Professor and Chair of
the
Modern
Languages
Department.
The conference's focus was the
unprecedented exodus of intellectuals, writers, artists, musicians,
filmmakers, and scientists after
Nazi takeover of power in
Germany. These "involuntary emigres" sought refuge in neighboring
European countries, such as
France, Holland, Great Britain
and Scandinavia, as well as other
places in the world, including the
United States.
While many overcame the perils of exile and re-established
themselves successfully, whether in
Hollywood, at universities or in
concert halls, many more were
rendered mute, and their stories
remained untold. It was the aim of
the conference to lend- fresh
insights into the multiple faces of
this exile, the aesthetic expressions
it yielded, and the many journeys
and border-crossings it set into
motion. The participants of "the
conference included scholars,
experts and renowned professors
from colleges and universities all
over the world, as nearby as Yale
University and
Connecticut
College and as far away as Britain,
France, Japan, Belgium, Russia,
and Germany.

Nicholas C. Ryan
Modern Languages Department Chairman Johannes Evelein (left) stands before
the scholars in attendance at the conference.

and very supportive. And then the
call for papers was sent out about
a year ago and a lot of people
from many countries responded
very positively and submitted their
papers. It became clear that this
focus of travel and exile was going
to work to fit all these papers. So
I guess my background in exile
studies and then this very active
field combined to make this conference."
Thousands of intellectuals left
Nazi Germany during the 1930s
and 1940s, and it was a "tremendous brain drain," as Evelein put
it. The conference explored not
just the impact this had on other
countries, but on Germany as
well.
.
"Some say that Germany never
really recovered from it because
they all left and never returned.
And they enriched the United
States, of course, particularly universities," Evelein said. "They
worked with students, too, and
they really helped a new genera"For a number of years I have tion of scholars."
worked in my scholarship on
The conference included 10
German literature and exile litera- presentations as well as a musical
ture, with the specific focus of performance and film showing.
exiles from Germany who were
One of the presentations was
coming to the United States, and given by Daria Safronova, a
works that they wrote during their Graduate Fellow and visiting proexile here," Evelein said. "I have fessor at Trinity from St.
gotten to know people through Petersburg State University in
publications and conferences to Russia. "I've been here for only
the extent that I wanted to have three weeks and I never knew
the presence, the exile presence, about this conference, but I found
here at Trinity. So I started work- out about it, and I wanted to be
ing with the administration, an active participant, so I talked to
including President Jones, who Johannes Evelein, and he said, 'Oh
was very interested in the topic yes, you are lucky, because one

Be careful this week, you are starting to notice a
pal's ex. Think long and hard if that person is worth
a friendship. When taking it all into consideration,
remember the rule of thumb: Bros before Hoes.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Post Office

SAGITTARIUS

November 22- December 21

Just because your class schedule has picked up this
semester, don't forget your school spirit .
Suggestion: put on your best blue and gold outfit
and make it to some athletic events this weekend.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Nowhere

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

This week you will be thrown off-course by a major
crisis. Don't be afraid to ask your friends for help especially that girl who owes you for holding her
hair back after that crazy night freshman year.
Best Place to Meet Someone: Dattco
Nicholas C. Ryan

President Jimmy Jones gave a -welcoming address to conference attendees.

person just moved out and there
is a spot,' so that is how I became
an active participant," Safronova
said. "It is very strange and exotic
because I am Russian. In a way,
maybe it was Providence. I think I
was very lucky."
Safronova's lecture, called
"Wandering Across the Board:
Chess Game as Nabokov's
Metaphor of Eternal Exile," dealt
with not only the concept of exile,
but how it could be related to the
game of chess, as well as the work
of Vladimir Nabokov.
"I had only two weeks, and
meanwhile I was creating my own
syllabus. Johannes [Evelein] said it
should be about wandering, traveling and exile at the same time, and
I am a chess player, and I love
metaphors, and it just came
together."
The musical performance, held
on Friday night, was a recital with
cello, piano and commentary. The
songs were written by composers
in exile. The film, Ulrike
Ottinger's "Exile Shanghai,"
shown Saturday night, was about
the six life stories of German,
Austrian and Russian Jew exiles
that were brought together in
Shanghai.
"[The conference] just all happened because of my interest and
because of some connections I
had with colleagues from other
countries, and the fact that Trinity
was very receptive to it," Evelein
said. "They said, 'Well, okay, it's
going to cost a little bit, but we'll
make this happen.'"
The conference was open to
the public and lasted Friday
through Sunday.
"It was also important to
include the community here
because there are many exiles that
came to the Northeast, including
Hartford. It is one of the reasons
why there's such a large Jewish
community here," Evelein said.
Though the actual conference
concluded on Sunday, Evelein has
plans to extend
the themes
addressed in the presentations
beyond this weekend.
"The idea is that after this we
are going to have a follow-up conversation, but my hope is that we
are going to take many of these
lectures, expand on them and
then publish them as a book," he
said. "So by next year we'll have a
bilingual book, some in German
and some in English."
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The Tripod Tails with Senior Swimmer

Top 10.

Lenihan discusses community service project Swim Across America

Ways to Guarantee You'll Get a
Bid

continued from page 12
me?" and I said, "Yeah, absolutely!"
So we did it and it went really well.
We raised maybe $4,000 the first
year. We went to the North
Andover High School swim team
and got them involved, and it really didn't work out well at the high
school level because people had a
lot going on - college applications
and things like that - so people
really weren't interested in it So
when we got here we thought let's
give it a shot. We did it my sophomore year, and it went really well,
and then we just did it this past
year, which went really, really well.
We raised over $17,000 and we had
five other NESCAC schools who
did it and contributed like $40,000
between us. It was awesome.
Tripod Swim Across America supports cancer research - can you
talk a little about why you chose
that issue and why it's important
to you?
Lenihan: SAA annually donates the
funds raised from the Boston
swims to the Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute - Perini Quality of life
Clinic where doctors research ways
to improve post-cancer treatment
patients' lifestyles. There are several people in my family who have
had cancer and while they were
not treated at Dana-Farber, the
work that is done there is remarkable.
•
." '

program. As for myself, I will be
graduating and maybe not in the
pool as often as I have been while
at school, but my goal is to continue spreading the word about Swim
Across America and the positive
impact it's making, on so many
people's lives.
Tripod That's awesome! So obviously swimming is your number
one thing, but what other activities
have you been involved with at
Trinity?
Lenihan: I have been class president since freshman year, and I'm
running again this year. I've also
been on a couple committees like
Trintegrity, which is working on
the Honor Code reformation, and
I did Honor Council this year. I'm
a Public Policy major. It doesn't
seem like much when you list it
out.
Tripod With three years under
your belt are there any really noteworthy Trinity experiences?
Lenihan: Going abroad [to the
Rome Campus] would definitely
be one of them. When I was in
Italy I did an internship for a nonprofit called Emergency. They
provide medical services for war
torn countries and primarily civilians and victims of land mines, and
they go in and build hospitals and
things like that. We just got the
word out there about peace, solidarity, human rights and that kind
of stuff. Participating in the swim
team - any sports team is awesome
- you have a built in network right
there for you, and freshman year it
makes it a lot easier to get to know
people and have people to sit with
at dinner. And as dorky as it may
sound, just some of the classes I've
taken, and with really awesome
professors, it's just been good people all around.

sulting services for other non-profits, to help them figure out how to
better strategize and things like
that. So I either want to go into
consulting - I'm going to give it a
shot, it's a competitive market out
there - or go into politics. I really
enjoy politics and public policy, so
I would go down to New York City
maybe, work on a campaign down
there, or go to D.C. It's kind of
still up in the air, but I'm going to
stay in the Northeast

10. I love your skirt / shirt / shoes / boyfriend ... wait.
9. We met at 4 a.m. in the bathroom of AD ... remember?
8. I saw [stalked] your new pic on facebook ... you look
soooo pretty.
7. You're from outside of Boston? Me too!
6. Oh, you know my sister/cousin/neighbor/plastic surgeon.

Tripod: Well you've obviously
done a lot of internships, and it
seems like that's been a good experience for you. Do you recommend that to Trinity students as a
good way to broaden their horizons and figure out what they
want to do?

5. My dad is the executive administrative assistant at J.P.
Morgan Stanley.
4. I'm a practicing atheist/vegan/non-dairy Sagittarius.
3. Oh my God, I love your Lilly ... you have such unique
style.

Lenihan: Absolutely. I mean it
gives you a taste of what's out
there. If you are not sure about
something you want to do - like I
really didn't know anything about
the consulting industry before last
summer, but now I'm actively pursuing it and investigating it because
I think it's a very interesting industry. Internships are awesome like
that. And I think Hartford, with
so many companies here, definitely
makes it easy to find an internship.

2. Dude, I had to buy for my sister and all her friends last
Saturday ... did I mention she's a freshman?
1.1 have "connections" ... (exhales).

Tripod: So is there anything else
interesting about you, anything j
you're particularly passionate !
about and just want to share?
I

Second Competition
Interests Trin Community
continued horn page 1

hundreds of posters we see
Lenihan: I'm working this year around our dorms explain, it is
with [my adviser] Renny Fulco and officially called "Clarking."
Professor Cabot on a book that Taken obviously from the name
they're working on. It's called The of former Dean Clarke, to
"clarke," by formal definition, is
Post 9/11 Constitution and it's
"to hold forth a story with
about the overall framework of the
authority despite the lack of
government right now and how it's
basis or facts." To put it in layLenihan: I think the next logical
kind of being more conservative
men's
terms, it means to talk hot
progression would be for Trinity
and pulling back peoples' rights
air,
to
make up an elaborate he
and the NESCAC to increase the
slowly. I'm going to write a chapor
for
those of you who prefer
numbers of swimmers on each
ter on personal financial bank
vulgarity,
to B.S. Basically, those
school's team as well as the numrecords that the government's"
who
would
be able to "clarke"
ber of schools from our conference Tripod: What are your plans for' accessing. So that's kind of cool.
the
best
would
win the competithat participate. This being our after graduation?
tion.
first year, we only had six schools
Tripod Definitely! Well Mike,
After the final contestant had
swim at Nantasket, so there is def- Lenilian: I did an internship with a thanks so much for talking with
initely room for growth. The goal nonprofit consulting firm this me today. Readers, stay tuned next spoken, it was time for the
of these events is to increase the summer in Boston. Bridgespan is week for another fabulous Senior judges to mingle amongst themselves and determine the winamount of money supporting a this non-profit that provides con- Spotlight!
ners. There was a 10-15 minute
break as the contestants waited
anxiously for the results. "I think
they did really, really awesome.
They were all very creative,"
Some of you may have noticed the REQUIEM flyers around campus with images depicting "alternative" sexuclaimed Math Professor David
al practices and lifestyles. REQUIEM, "Reclaiming Queer Issues and Encouraging Movements," is a new gay-straight
Cruz-Uribe, who was in the audialliance on campus. It was not created to replace the existing gay-straight alliance, EROS (Encouraging Respect of
ence.
Sexualities), but as a more radical organization that is less social and more political. REQUIEM's mission is two"I think it's going to be very
pronged: it is a discussion group where members address the issues unique to the LGBTQI (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
hard to decide. Everyone did so
transgender, queer, intersexual) community and experience as well as a politically active organization that will work
well," commented
William
with groups in the area to secure equal rights for and recognition of the queer community. In REQUIEM's defense,
DeNatale
'10.
we are not yet another product of college students' stereotypically disingenuous obsession with "cultural relativism."
Contestant Amanda Furie
Rather, REQUIEM's inception is attributable to an obvious need to challenge Trinity students' notions of what con'10,
when asked how she personstitutes "normal behavior" and to consider how and why a practice or trait is deemed "normal."
ally prepared, explained, "It's like
Our first event to raise visibility and awareness was to flyer the campus with homaerotic or otherwise sexually writing a paper. You brainstorm
unconventional art. The purpose is to challenge what we consider socially acceptable sexual imagery. Heterosexual first and then you pick your best
norms are propagated through public and commercial imagery which targets all age groups of both/all sexes and idea and go with it. And when
goes completely uncontested. Regardless of how lewd pubEc depictions or descriptions of heterosexuality are, they you write your outline, you
rarely evoke widespread sentiments of disgust, rage or rejection (think MTV). Unfortunately the same cannot be shouldn't write specific sensaid for homoerotic imagery where even the most affectionate demonstrations of sex and sexuality are protested or tences but just key points. To be
at least worthy for mention. REQUIEM's posted images of "abnormal" sexual practices/preferences are purposeful- honest, you don't even look at
ly portrayed in an artistic, not pornographic, way so as- not to perpetuate the idea that non-heterosexual sex/desires your outline that much when
you're up there so there's no
constitute perversions.
sense in writing everything out.
You
just go with it. Sometimes I
If you are interested in seeing what REQUIEM is about, we meet Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. at the Queer Resource
write
occasional jokes."
Center (114 Crescent St.) or e-raail us at requiem.triBcoIIifgtnaiI.com.

Tripod: What are your long-term
goals for your, Trinity's, and the
NESCAC's involvement with
Swim Across America and what are
your plans for continuation with
the program as you go forward?

REQUIEM

i

When the judges returned,
they announced the winners.
The two honorable- mentions
were William Raymund '10 and
Gizelle Clemens '09. Third place
was Grace Green '10 whose story
was about why it seemed she had
a dog living in her dorm. Second
place was Joe Tarzi '08 whose
story was a hilarious rendition of
how the bantam came to be our
mascot involving bizarre notions
of chicken bones and Kentucky^
Fried Bantams. First place and
winner of one thousand big ones
was clever and witty Ryan
Heaney '10. He delivered an eloquent and utterly entertaining
speech explaining why a work of
his seemed like Shakespeare had
written it, but really didn't. No
one will forget Ryan creepily
chanting, "Trin, Trin, Trin," into
the microphone; in fact, it may
haunt us forever.
Some of the judges found it
difficult to judge, if only because
there were so many different topics. Others declared that they
had reached a consensus quite
easily.
As people left Gallows Hill
and headed back to their dorms
to continue plowing through the
mounds of work they had,
Heaney was still spotted outside
with his blown up check celebrating his victory. When asked (
how he did it, he replied, "I just
wanted to make sure I told a
good story from beginning to
end that had several different
points all throughout. And I
also just wanted to make it entertaining and make it fun."
Surely, many will agree that
this contest was indeed a success
and will continue to be. an annual event here at Trinity.
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Professor Reads Latest Work at Gallows! Hartford Venues Fail To
Attract Local Students
By JOANNA HECHT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

There was a projector screen,
an Irish harp and a diverse
crowd in Gallows Hill, but what
struck me most was the powerful, melodic voice that flowed
from the slight, wild-haired man
standing at the front. Professor
Hugh Ogden began his Gallows
Hill reading last Wednesday by
telling the audience that the
word "think" and the word
"thank" come from the same
Indo-European root. In any
other voice, it would have been
trivia; in his voice, so heavily
contrasting his frail appearance,
it was a powerful truth that
made the audience sit up and listen.
Ogden read primarily from
his latest - and fourth - book of
poetry, Turtle Island Tree
Psalms. Turtle Island is the name
for the earth in Native American
creation myths, and the book's
Prelude, "Voice Of Earth," is
told from its perspective*
Ogden's deep reverence for
nature is reflected in its starring
role in each psalm; humans are
"two leggeds" who sometimes
prove their worth only through
respect for the natural world
they walk on.
The rest of the Psalms are
written in the voices of the trees
in different locations and situa-

tions as diverse as "Walnut To
Whitman In Camden Cemi:tary,
A Leaf of Regret?" and ^White
Birch Leaning
Over The
Outhouse, Oquossoc." I found
it hard not to smile at the latter,
whose voice describes how it
recycles "streams and ribbonstrips of what/you're done with,"
but my smile •was subdued by the
beautiful sentiment expressed in
the subsequent stanzas: "My
peelings / are pages of use and
what you / no longer care about,
intentions / you've given up,
acts that have / served their purpose, those / that have not." At
first, I was skeptical about how
seriously I could take poems
uttered from trees' perspectives,
no matter how diverse, but I felt

see OGDEN'S on page 16

Ogden's poetry attracted a crowd at the Gallow's Hill Bookstore.

Black Takes Flak for Role,
Spandex in Nacho Libre
By SAM BODIAN
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

aters. Written and directed by
Jared Hess, director of the wildly
successful Napoleon Dynamite,
Jack Black, the entertainingly and co-written by Mike White,
eccentric comic, actor and pseu- Black's longtime friend and the
do-rocker, is a funny guy. During writer of School of Rock, Nacho
his career he's played some truly Libre is an unfortunate misstep
memorable roles, from the lov- for Black and all involved.
ably nerdy record store clerk of
The concept seems funny
High Fidelity, to the self- enough, a quirky mix between
obsessed front man of the imagi- the
colorful
plotlines
of
nary band Tenacious D. His Tenacious D and the quirky irrelmovie School of Rock, while per- evance of Dynamite. Black plays
haps more tame and family Nacho, a young monk living
friendly than some of his past within the confines of a
endeavors, combined these two monastery and orphanage in
roles perfectly; it seemed that Mexico who secretly dreams of
Black had honed his unique rock' becoming a Luchadore, a profesn' roll approach to acting down sional wrestler. When a month's
to a science.
worth of food for the orphans is
Then Nacho Libre hit the- lost to a hungry thief, Nacho realizes that he can help the orphans
(and impress his love interest,
Sister Encarnaciori) by following
his dream. Unfortunately for
Nacho, wrestling is forbidden by
the church, so he must keep his
second life, often wearing his colorful spandex wrestling costume
beneath his robes.
It's a plot that, with Black,
White, and Hess behind the
wheel, could have made for an
excellent comedy. Sadly, fate had
other plans for Nacho Libre. The
movie's main problem may be
that it lacks any real coherency.
What worked in
Napoleon
thezreview.cb.uk
Jack Black poses in Nacho Hbxe.

Ogden's voice strip away my cynicism throughout the reading as
his stunning imagery surfaced
again and again. A favorite example, one that made me close my
eyes to try to absorb it better, is
of "Sumac, The Floodplain,
Nayaug": "a candelabra of dun- /
scarlet risen from my mother /
root, red-umber candle-stalks /
that are cut, trimmed, and used
/ as walking sticks by the elderly
/ who live on higher ground ..."
The poet read many selections from Tree Psalms, and a
slideshow of pictures of forest
landscapes played behind him.
They, along with music from the
aforementioned Irish harp, were

By JOHN RENDEIRO
STAFF WRITER

Most kids at Trinity are itching to see live music, but are
faced with several problems
blocking them: Trinity College
Activities Council is a miserable
failure at bringing half-interesting
bands to campus (and only does
it once a semester anyway),
Hartford's only venue is the
painfully uninteresting Webster
Theater (anyone want to see
Powerman 5000 on Thursday?),
and Trinity Independent Music
j Collective only has the capacity
to put on one or two shows per
semester. The end result is that
most students are driven off campus to see any good shows luckily there are several excellent venues within a two or three hour
I- drive.
The best local venue is probably Toad's Place in New Haven. A
mid-sized hall, Toad's gets a good
number of decent national-touring acts. Coming off their new
respective albums, Regina Spektor
plays there tomorrow, and Yo La
Tango next monday. The venue
also sees many hip hop artists
come through, including Dr.
Octagon on Sept. 28 and Del tha
Funky Homosapien on Oct. 18.
Toad's Place is hosting what will

probably be one of the best
shows that Connecticut will see
this year as well: the Fiery
Furnaces and Deerhoof play
together on Oct. 19. All of these
shows at Toad's Place are all-ages
and reasonably priced.
It seems that the only other
worthwhile place to go to see
music in Connecticut is wherever
Manic Productions is putting on
a show. Manic Productions is a
small booking series that manages to put together smaller indie
and punk shows for bands that
see BEST on page 17

Cinestuclio
WHO KILLED THE ELECTRIC CAR
Sept. 17-19, 7:30 p.m.
If Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth could be called the year's most chilling disaster movie,
then Chris Paine's fierce documentary is easily one of the most chilling murder mysteries to be seen this fall. It begins with America's limitless love affair with cars, but quickly
turns dark when that passion turns the air poisonous. The mystery begins in the 1990s,
when California's optimistic Zero-Emission Vehicle mandate - and General Motor's plans
for affordable electric cars - are both snuffed out. The film's fact-finding mission becomes
an indictment of corporate greed and political deal-making that is shameless enough to
remain shocking. "From the polar ice caps to Los Angeles, it is-a story as big as life, and
just as urgent." Manohla Dargis, New York Times.

NACHO LIBRE
Sept. 20-22, 7:30 p.m.; Sept. 23, 2:30 p.m.& 7:30 p.m.
Fans of cult hit Napoleon Dynamite may not have predicted that the next film by Utahbased director Jared Hess would be the story of a cook in a Mexican monastery who
dreams of joining the hot hot hot wrestling phenomenon of Lucha Libre - but then again,
why not? In spite of being (mis) marketed as a mainstream comedy, Nacho Libre is a
quirky treasure with Dynamite's deadpan humor, surreal supporting characters, and love
of polyester. Jack Black knows no fear as the masked & chubby luchador, who challenges
real-life wrestling idol Cesar Gonzalez in hopes of impressing Sister Encarnacion (telenovella star Ana de le Reguera). "When you are a man sometimes you wear stretchy pants
in your room. It's for fun."
WASSUP ROCKERS
Sept. 22-23, 9:40 p . m .
In 1995, parents around the country went into shock after being confronted with Kids,
Larry Clark's in-your-face independent film that showed a bunch of teens in New York
City experimenting with sex, drugs and despair. 11 years later, Clark's lens has shifted to
Los Angeles and a more energked posse of kids from the barrio, who get off o n taking
their p u n k rock and skateboarding to the ritzy streets of Beverley Hills. Their reckless skating and so-not-suburban style catch the attention (for different reasons) of bored 90210
girls, their parents, and the notorious L. A. police. O n the soundtrack are t h e best p u n k
bands for a new generation: South Central Riot Squad, the Remains, Moral Decay, and
the Retaliators.
see www.cinestudi6.org for more

see NO COMIC on page 17

evansuna.com
Toad's Place will host Fiery Furnaces.
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Houlihan Masterfully Opens Organ Concert Series
played a quieter and calmer song
from Suite for Organ composed
by Leo Sowerby and a song with
Despite Friday night's heavy a quick beat, requiring a lightness
rainfall, the Chapel was' still of fingers in Prelude and Fugue
packed with people who came in e-minor, BWV 548 composed
from all over Connecticut to hear by johann Sebastian Bach.
Christopher Mark Houlihan '09
Although each piece was difperform a series of symphonies ferent, Houlihan showed a great
and suites on the organ as a part mastery of the organ. At the end
of Trinity College's Organ Series. of the concert he stood up to
Houlihan, dressed in a deep take a final bow and each memred button-down shirt and black ber of the audience rose to their
pants, bowed for his audience feet for a rightfully deserved
before beginning his recital. He standing ovation. To the audilooked calm and poised as he sat ence's surprise Houlihan delightdown on the bench; however, ed the group with an encore perupon playing the first chord his formance as marvelous as the prebody language changed dramati- vious songs.
cally. Houlihan's back hunched
Houlihan got an early musical
over and his head lowered, start, studying piano from the age
straightening and rising again to of six. KI suppose I first started
provide emphasis for certain learning piano because it was just
notes. His fingers quickly moved something to do ... but I didn't
from the top keyboard to the necessarily love it from the beginbottom one and
ning. Once I
his feet shuffled
began to play
around making
"I love sharing my
piano and organ
sure to hit the
music with others."
for church servicappropriate pedes I really started
to
love to play
als. His perform- _ Christopher Houlihan
because
I was perance was not
'09
forming
and I
strictly for the
love
sharing
my
ears,
for
it
music
with
others,"
he
said.
seemed as if his entire body was
Houlihan was first introduced
following the movements of a
to
the
organ at the age of eight.
choreographed dance.
He
was
a member of the chilHis concert was spectacular,
dren's
choir
at his local church
and even that is an understateand
began
to
teach himself how
ment. His first song from
to
play.
Four
years
later he attendSymphonie VI, op. 24, no. 2,
composed by Charles-Marie ed an organ concert by John
Widor, received the most Rose, Trinity's organist' and
applause. The notes were strong Director of Chapel Music, near
and loud and his playing was his hometown of Somers, Conn.
energetic and powerful. He then He was "blown away" by the perBy LAUREN TURLIK
ARTS EDITOR

Edwin C. Pratt

Houlihan's impressive concert drew an audience despite the foul weather.

formance and asked Rose for the
name of an organ teacher. Rose
gave Houlihan his phone number
and began studying with him
shortly after.
Not only did his organ concert prove his amazing talents but
his impressive resume does as
well. Houlihan is a recipient of
the Charlotte Hoyt Bagnall
Scholarship
for
Church
Musicians and the John Rose
Organ Scholarship at Trinity
College. In 2003, he won first
prize in the high school division
of the Albert Schweitzer Organ
Festival/USA
National
Competition. Later in 2005 he
represented the Hartford chapter
of the American Guild of
Organists by competing in the
AGO Region One (New England)
Competition
for
Young

Moss' Works Garner Mixed Reviews

Organists.
At Trinity, Houlihan participates in the Chapel Singers, The
Accidentals, and Musical Theater
productions. He is the music
director for this year's Annual
Fall Musical Theater Review,
themed with musicals of the '80s.
He is also the music director of
the Newman Club. Off campus
he recently became the assistant
Organist of Christ Church
Cathedral in Hartford. With all
of this activity, he still manages to
find two to three hours a day to
practice.
As one might guess, Houlihan
has already declared himself a
Music major, with a minor in
Writing and Rhetoric. He plans
to finish Trinity and hopes to
continue playing in graduate
school.

Ogden's
Trees Find
Voice
continued from page 15
lovely, but served more to
detract from than to supplement
the poetry.
The most moving poem of
the afternoon was an unpublished one. In a measured tone,
Ogden read a narrative piece
describing a man who immolated himself in front of the
Pentagon to protest the Vietnam
War, placing his baby daughter a
few feet out of harm's way
moments before dousing himself
with flammable liquid.
The poem would have been
moving even if its only strength
was the delicacy with which
Ogden addressed the man's
daughter - and emphasized her
accidental but central role in the
event. Even more touching, however, was the narrator's bewilderment at his once-acquaintance's
change and evolution, and the
sense of helplessness he felt as a
bystander distant from one with
whom he had once been so
dose.
After this interlude, Ogden
returned to the psalms, one of
which his daughter read. The
"Earth Voice" returned at the
end, entreating the audience to
"speak the tongue of gratitude, /
be a two-legged who / has a
mind. / Go, listen" - a simple,
profound ending to an excellent
reading.

Arts Happenings

continued from page 1
Fragment No 27, where Moss
uses his best color combinations
yet, creating a lush, abstract
"garden" of watery aqua blue,
coral and green under stark
strokes of eggplant purple. This
particular painting is situated
next to a series of similar paintings called Garden Gateways, all
with jagged dark strokes diffused
by a masterful blending of
lighter, more delicate colors
underneath, with some paintings
defined and others purposely
blurred.
Further on is the more sinisNick Vasquez
- ter, less frivolous Landscape Ryan Heaney '10 contemplates an abstract canvas by Ben Frank Moss.
Sound series in acrylic, with
each picture gloomier than the ness that Moss tries to pass as ery.
one before. Again, Moss high- legitimate artwork. The sketches
According to Moss, he
lights contrast by smothering a are simply jagged, angular lines "works totally from memory,
base coat of sheer, light colors that form frames and beams with each piece developing on
with greasy black and hints of around the paper without the its own," and this is clearly
slightest hint of creative or geo- reflected in his artwork. His
bloody red.
metric
merit, paintings are his own personal
Just
when
One can wonder if
which
is interpretations of the places he
Moss has you
smudged out of paints with the ideas for colors,
entertaining the
even Moss is cogcontrol
with strokes and patterns flowing like
notion that pernizant of how
pencil graphite. a free train of thought sprung
haps his abstract
innocuous these picOne can wonder from a single hazy image stored
artwork was born
tures are, because
if even Moss is in his memory..
out
of great
.j
•
they seem gimmicky
cognizant
of
effort and artistic
During Moss' nearly 40-year
how innocuous career, he has had numerous
at best even for the
thought, you will
these
pictures solo and group exhibits at art
most untrained
approach
the
are,
because
they galleries and universities such as
series of pencil
audience.
seem
gimmicky
Princeton Seminary School and
sketches entitled
at best even for Middlebury. Moss' Spirit States
Transformation.
Even a title bearing imminent the most untrained audience and is for the most part fascinating
promise such as Transformation only add fodder to the belief of even for the most, faithless in
;
could not salvage the nothing- some that abstract art is quack- abstract art.

Real Art Ways
Three Solo Shows

July 29- September 25
Bill De Lottie
"I Cannot. Connect These Lines with The Lines in
My Face"
Nina Levy
"Family Resemblance"
Jason Van Anden
"Neil and Iona'

Kenneth Morgan

"Multiple Page Drawings"
September 21- October 16

.

Trinity Organ Series
Sponsored by Trinity College Chapel Music
2006-2007 Young Artist Season •
Celebrating bright new pipe organ talents
Friday. September 29, 2006 at 7:30 p.m.
Andrew Dewar, English Organist
Friday, March 30, 2007 ay 7:30 p.m.
Jason, Roberts, Organist
Friday, April 20, 2007 at 7:30 p.m.
Vaughn Mauren'07, Organist
Admission with ID or donation
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No Comic Relief From
Black In 'Nacho Iibre'
continued from page 15

Dynamite just doesn't work here.
Whereas Dynamite held together
as a film by' lacking traditional
film elements like plot development and coherent dialogue,
Nacho Libre is torn apart by its
lack of effective narrative. It may
be that Hess' and Black's
comedic styles, while both funny
in their own right, are incompatible, or that, God forgive me,
Napoleon Dynamite was a work
of accidental genius, a movie that
by all accounts should have failed
but instead flourished. Either
way, Nacho Libre fails to deliver.
cinemas-online.co.uk
It not only squanders Black's talents as a comic and actor, but it Nacho's beloved Sister Encarnacion.
demeans them, turning Black
into a pathetic, unfunny carica- as their continuous decline into
mediocrity since the good old
ture of himself.
There are points in the movie days of "Doug" and "Rocko's
where one can't help but feel Modern Life," it's not surprising.
The satiric sophistication
embarrassed for him, especially
during his awkward attempts at present in Black's previous work
bringing his trademark rock star is virtually absent, replaced by
persona into the movie. At one lame sight gags that get old withpoint he breaks into a one-man in the first few minutes. For
example, Black is
rock ballad dedi—--.
not
a thin man,
cated to his love
Black
is
not
a.
thin
so
seeing
him
for Encarnacion,
man,
so
seeing
him
dance
around
in
complete with his
tights
should
be
dance
around
in
classic
scowls,
funny,
right?
howls and scattights should be
Maybe for five
inspired
noisefunny... it just
minutes,
but
making.
While
becomes
a sad means
when unaccomsimilar performof self-humiliation on panied by any
ances by Black
other significant
have stolen the
his part.
source of humor,
show in previous
it just becomes a
films, they come
off as painfully incongruous in sad means of self- humiliation on
Nacho. What could have been his part.
an interesting new character
Sure, the movie does have its
becomes just a watered down, moments; every once in a while it
identity confused version of pre- throws in something satisfyingly
vious roles. It almost seems like bizarre and quirky, like Nacho
somewhere along the line Black and his sidekick getting beaten up
realized the movie just wasn't by a pair of three-foot tall halffunny and then misguidedly tried human, half-imp lion wrestling
to rescue it with the dependable opponents.
These moments,
old guard of his previous charac- however, are sadly few and far
ters.
between, serving only as strange
It doesn't help that the rest of
the humor takes a decidedly
Nickelodeon approach, focusing
almost exclusively on fart jokes,
and unfunny ones at that.
Actually, Nacho Libre is a
Nickelodeon film, a fact which its
advertisers seem to have kept
under wraps, unknown to audiences until the trademark orange
glop of slime pops up on the big
screen. Considering the kids'
network's previous films, as well

little interludes, non sequiturs in
an already incoherent film.
In the end, Nacho Libre is a
failed attempt at synthesizing the
comic styles of Black, White, and
Hess. It comes off as a non-film,
a high budget home video made
by a bunch of friends with nothing better to do. With such high
comedic expectations, it proved
dissapointing. We can only hope
that Jack Black will make better
choices in the future.
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Best Bands Perform Outside Hartford
continued from page 15
can't quite fill Toad's on their
own. Upcoming shows include
Elf Power at the Wallingford
American Legion on Sept. 29,
the Hold Steady and Sean Na Na
at the Hamden Masonic Temple
on Sept 30, and The Plot to Blow
Up the Eiffel Tower at the
Wallingford American Legion on
Oct. 28. All of
Manic
Productions shows are all-ages
and the vast majority of them
cost less than $10. Relive the days
of old, going to shows at rented
halls with all of your punk
brethren.
Northampton, Mass., less
than an hour to our north, has
one of the most vibrant music
scenes of the entire East Coast.
Venues include the Flywheel Arts
CoEective, one of the hippest
and progressive venues in New
England, the Iron Horse, which is
hosting Okkervil River and Elvis
Perkins on Oct. 13, and the
Calvin Theater, where the
Decemberists are playing on
Halloween night.
The most active venue in all
of Northampton is undoubtedly
Pearl Street. It is hosting a number of fantastic nights over the
next couple of weeks, including
the Mountain Goats this Sunday;
Architecture in Helsinki and The
Blow on Sept. 27; Be Your Own
Pet, Black Lips, and Black
Helicopter on Oct. 1; Ted Leo
and the Pharmacists on Oct. 24;
the Fiery Furnaces on Oct. 26;
and Blonde Redhead on Noy^ 2.
Any week of the year, Pearl Street
is sure to have a handful of good
shows to catch.
Providence is a bit longer of a
drive away, but includes one the
best music scene anywhere in the
Northeast (yeah, I'd argue that it
gives NYC a run for its money).
Bolstered by painfully hip schools
like Rhode Island School of
Design and, to a lesser extent,

Brown, Providence venues such The impressive list of bands
as AS220, Lupo's, and The Living includes headliners USAISARoom are always hosting interest- MONSTER and Lightning Bolt.
ing shows. Lupo's is like a Toad's
And of course, remember that
Place but with better booking: just outside the bubble lie New
The Raconteurs will be there York City and Boston, two of the
Sept. 28, The Strokes on Oct. 9, best cities to catch live music in
the
Fiery
the world. Boston
Furnaces
and
has an active (if
Next time don't
Deerhoof
on
somewhat small)
Oct.
18, and
bemoan the lack of
scene
that
Broken
Social
revolves
around
entertainment on
Scene on Nov. 8.
great venues such
campus make friends
AS220 hosts
as the Middle
with somebody who
more
obscure
East,
PA.'s
has a car and check
and
difficult
Lounge,
Great
bands (read: the
out the local music
Scott, O'Briens,
Providence noise
T.T. the Bear's,
' listings.
scene might not
and the Paradise.
appeal to the
New York of
average Trinity student), but they course has an outrageous number
include some of the most impor- of good venues for every type of
tant bands of our era. Yellow music.
Swans and Mouthus play there
So next time don't bemoan
on Sept. 30; Wolf Eyes and John the lack of entertainment on
Weise on Oct. 4; and Ho-ag, campus and settle for some mindPolaris Mine, and Ketman on less frat party. Make friends with
Oct. 11. AS220 is also hosting a somebody that has a car and
two-day mini festival Oct. 6 and 7 check the local music listing you
called Providence Declares War. won't regret it.

magnetmagazine.com
The Decemberists are set to perform at The Calvin Theatre on Halloween night

CD & DVD Releases This Week
My Name is Earl - Complete 1st Season

The Captain & The Kid

The most original comedy since
Arrested Development, My Name is Earl
marked the launch of a lovable new loser. Earl
Hickey 0ason Lee) sleeps all day and drinks all
night. The pattern ends when he buys a
"scratcher"- and wins $100,000. Seconds later,
he's hit by a car and loses the ticket. While in
the hospital, wife Joy (Emmy nominee Jaime
Pressly) leaves him for Darnell the Crab Man
(Eddie Steeples). Doped up on morphine, he's
watching TV when Carson Daly says something
about karma. Earl decides that's his problem:
bad karma. He resolves to spend the rest of his
life making up for all the harm he's ever done.
In the pilot, Earl and brother Randy (Ethan
Suplee) start by picking up litter around their
motel (Joy got the trailer). While they're at it,
Earl finds the lost ticket and collects his bounty. The plan is working! Along with comely
maid Catalina (Nadine Velazquez), they set off
to right more wrongs. My Name is Earl put
NBC back on the must-see comedy map. Kathleen C. Fennessy

More than 30 years after the release of
their landmark #1 multi-platinum album,
Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy,
the duo returns with this sequel. The new
album features 10 new songs reflecting the intimate lives and public times spanning the longstanding songwriting partnership of Elton John
and lyricist Bernie Taupin.
"The album is a celebration of our
lives and our lifetimes, of our music and of the
music we love. The Captain & The Kid continues our story. You can t look back, we're looking ahead," says John.
Created in the tradition of those fantastic records of the '60s and '70s, The Captain
& The Kid is a celebration of when music was
the most important voice of our culture and
the album was its prime vehicle. Much like
Elton's
previous
records
Tumbleweed
Connection, Madman Across The Water, and
Captain Fantastic And The Brown Dirt
Cowboy, The Captain & The Kid is an album
meant to transport you back to that place in
time when music mattered most. 35 plus yearslater, Elton really has become Captain Fantastic
and Bernie is most definitely The Brown Dirt
Cowboy and they are as passionate about their
music as they have ever been.
"I find the whole album to be so
touching and beautiful for me because I've lived
it," Elton added. "I lived it with Bernie and
we've come through it. We've gone over the
bridge and here we are at the other side."

The Unit - Complete 1st Season
They are The Unit, a covert Special
Forces team operating outside the usual military
chain of command. Whether stateside or
aboard, these heroes are on the frontlines protecting U.S. citizens and foreigners alike, slipping in under the radar and risking their lives to
save the day. Starring Dennis Haysbert and
Scott Foley, this riveting, action-packed drama is
as realistic and pulse-pounding as it gets.
fftnedia.ign.com

Nacho imparts religious wisdom to one of his orphaned charges in Libre.

See amazon.com for more.
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The Webster Theater
Gen torturers - 18jt
Mortiis

Medicant Downline, Forevers Fallen
Grace, Before Darken Ashes, Shallow
Breathing
Sept 19
6 p.m. Doors

Yellowcard
AnBerlin
Reeve Oliver
Sept 20
7 p.m. Doors

Powerman 5000

___

Summer and Smoke
The ninth installment of Hartford Stage's epic
Tennessee Williams Marathon smolders with
this classic drama! Alma Winemiller, an
uptight minister's daughter, secretly pines for
the boy next door. Unfortunately, the boy next
door is a young doctor whose shocking
lifestyle has caused a scandal throughout
Glorious Hill, Miss. Will Alma's frigid reserve
melt in the smoke and heat of her newly
awakened desire?
Runs through Oct 1
Hartford Stage Box Office
860-527-5151

Endiya, Curtain Hits The Cast, Not For
Nothing, The Drive Within
Sept 21
6 p.m. Doors

Artie Lange
Bob Levy
Sal The Stockbroker
ShuII
Claudia Stavola
Sept 22
7 p.m. Doors

The Congress of Corruption
Tour Featuring:
III Nino
Godhead
RA
The Dreaming
Sept 23
7 p.m. Doors

NICK TINE BENEFIT:

Grey Cell Green, Look West, Beneath It
All, The Field Project, Upstart, Faulter,
Pullout Method, Dexter, Arms & The Man
I Sing
September 24
3 p.m. Doors
The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-5553
www.tickets.com

r

Help Wanted •
Bartender Needed
Bartender Needed for Members
Only Social Club, located in the
South end of Hartford.
Competitive Wages! Work on
weekends or during the week
from 6 p.m. until close.
Contact Stephan at (860) 604-7673 for more information.

Hartford Stage

The Fred Pfeil Community
This Friday Night, the Moveable
Joints, a Trinity improvisation company, will perform In the Fred's
Common Room (Summit East).
Sept 22
9 p.m.
Free Admission

-

Bushnell - Events'

HPNfs Seventh Annual Awards
and National Hispanic Heritage
. Month Celebration
Don't miss Eddie Palmieri's 50th anniversary concert and television production at
HPN's Seventh Annual Awards and National Hispanic Heritage Month
Celebration honoring Hispanic excellence
in music. This event features Eddie Palmieri
and his Salsa Orchestra in concert along
with special guest artists such as Herman
Olivera, Nelson Gonzalez, Jimmy Bosch
and many more! -Thanks to a grant from
St. Paul Travelers, this event will be produced for television and DVD distribution
at a later date to benefit the Hispanic Arts
& Cultural Fund. This HPN production will
be produced in collaboration with Emmy
Award-winning producer Frank Borres and
American View Productions.
Ticket Prices: $25-$100
Sept 23
The Bushnell Box Office
860-987-5900

•fae Trinity Trkxxi

HIS FIRST NEW ALBUM IN FIVE YEARS
10 NEW SONGS

;;wwst6rw@rk,*«* * • * • * V

Avoilcble at
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Where Have All the Good Guys Gone? Reggie Bush Investigated
person of the same nature.
Reggie Bush is the latest victitn of the pattern. Bush, who
Every time we turn around, won the 2005 Heisman Trophy,
every time we look away for just the year after he helped lead the
one moment, another sports USC Trojans to a National
scandal breaks, forcing everyone Championship in 2004, has
to turn back around and look. .embraced the city of New
Art alarming pattern has begun to Orleans and has defiai :ely been
develop in the sports world that the most exciting person to play
is forcing everybod)', whether for the Saints in recent history.
they want to or not, to keep their The media portrayed Bush as a
eyes fixated on the front page of humanitarian, often showing
the newspaper instead of the reports of him meeting New
back page.
Orleans residents during training
Every time one of the scan- camp and giving him the nickdals that implicates a former name "Saint Reggie" because he
"good guyM in sports meaning a may well not only save the Saints,
person who before the allegations but also the city of New Orleans,
were made was viewed as a decent according to ESPN.com.
individual in addition to a
However, Bush has recently
remarkable athlete begins to lose
come under fire because of a
the wind out of its sails, another
story that Yahoo! Sports broke
report comes out on a different
this past Thursday, which alleges
that
he,
from
November 2004 until
he declared himself
eligible for the NFL
Draft on January 12,
2006, was accepting
cash and gifts from
two different sports
agents and a memorabilia dealer who
were courting him as
a client after his college career.
Among
the
alleged gifts that
Bush and his family
received from the
prospective agents
included stays at luxury hotels in Las
"awww.wral.com Vegas and San Diego,
Saints fans are eager to see Reggie Bush in action
airplane tickets and
ByJONSIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR •

limousine transportation in
Oakland, suits for Bush's family
to wear during the Heisman ceremony and money for Bush to buy
and fix up a car.
This is, of course, illegal under
the bylaws of the NCAA, and
other college athletes have lost
their intercollegiate eligibility
because they were found guilty of
similar misconduct.
The Bush case is now being
investigated by the NCAA and if
found guilty, Bush would retroactively lose his eligibility for the
2004 and 2005 seasons. What
that means is that he would have
to give back his Heisman Trophy,
all his records and stats would be
erased from all record books and
possibly that LJSC's 2004
National Championship would
be forfeited.
In this age of sports, where
every "SportsCenter" show has at
least one reference to a scandal of
softs, there may be some of us
who are getting tired of it. There
are two basic types of scandals
that have developed in the sports
world. One has to do with people doing things they should not
be, i.e. cheating/This is a very cut
and dry issue: cheating is morally
reprehensible and should be
stamped out. End of discussion.
These types of issues are probably not going to end in the near
future because sports have
evolved from a passion and a pastime to a business and a battle.
The settings of the sports world
now has encouraged athletes to
be as good as they can be, even if
that means bending or breaking
the rules because until very

W2W4: 9/19 - 9/25
What to matchfor this week at Ferris

www.washingtonpostcom

Reggie Bush was accused of accepting money he shouldn't have while at USC.

recently, there was no punishment for steroid use. But now
that steroid use is coming out and
being punished, it reflects poorly
not only on the athletes who have
broken the rules, but also on the
society who elevated these athletes and have for so long allowed
steroid use to be commonplace, if
only not talked about. But that is
enough of the soapbox.
The other type of scandal has
to do with people receiving
things they shouldn't have. The
second
category
generally
involves the NCAA and is the
type of trouble that Reggie Bush
is in right now. This type of
wrongdoing is not as serious
because even though there are
rules against accepting money
and other incentives while still an
NCAA athlete, beyond that there
is no morally reprehensible result.
The fact of the matter is that

2. Trinity Football kicks off this weekend. The Bantams will be taking on the Colby College Mules, a team that Trintiy hasn't faced in two
years. The Mules will be a formidable opponent; last year they ranked
third in the NESCAC in Rushing Offense, Rushing Defense, Scoring
Offense and Scoring Defense - the Bantams were first in all these categories last year.
Given the Mules' poficiency at stopping the run, look for the
Bantams to use the passing game more often than they did last year in
this game as Colby ranked near the bottom of the NESCAC in Passing
Defense. However, while Trinity's passing game is adequate, the winner
may well be determined by which team will be able to get into the endzone on the ground.
3. Volleyball suffered their first loss on Saturday in a league game
against Tufts. The Bantams have a history of being a very on-again, offagain team, something that has plagued them for the past few seasons.
However, Tufts is one of those teams that the rest of the league fears
because of their massive height advantage over everyone - the Jumbos
have five players who are 6'0" or taller.
Needless to say, Tufts was a tough draw for the Bants in their first
league match, but on the bright side, their remaining schedule has just
•become that much easier. However, just because the team has run hot
and cold in the past, doesn't mean that one loss to the second best
team in the league will shoot them into a downward spiral. At least for
now, they should stay on the winning path.

see SAINT on page 22

Bantams Put 30-Game Winning
Streak on the Line Against Colby
continued Scorn page 24

1. Men's Tennis begins their fall season this week with a match at
Middlebury. The Bantams received the third slot in last year's
NESCAC Tournament and even though their fall schedule is light this
year, Trinity will be looking to bounce one, if not both of the top two
teams in the league from their respective places. Middlebury won the
NESCAC Tournament last year and the Bantams will get their first look
at the competition they will be up against in the Spring this weekend.
How will the loss of two year captains Jimmie Ames and Jonathan
Hart affect the Bants? Will Trinity." be able to end the reign of
Middlebury and Amherst in the top spots?

the big-time college athletes are as
close to pro athletes as can be
and you can bet that the ones
who are allegedly receiving the
money and gifts are going to turn
pfo immediately after they finish
their college years. Last year, the
"College GameDay" crew talked
about Bush, Matt Lknart and
Vince Young like they already
were pros and they damn sure
played like pros in the Rose Bowl.
The same thing happens in
Men's Basketball.
The 2004
NCAA tournament was a prime
example with names that we still
remember today shining on a
stage that is arguably brighter
than the NBA Finals. Names and
faces we remember two and a half
years later played in the tournament that year. Ben Gordon,
Charlie Villanueva and Emeka

is that "teams can match up with us up
front but can't match our skill level or
and passing the ball when the defense is they can match our skill level but can't
expecting a run. The Bantams accumulate match up with us up front." Trinity's
ed over 1,700 rushing yards last year and 17 combination of these two factors are one
touchdowns on the ground which averages of the major reasons why they have been
out to over 215 rushing yards and just over so good in the past and will continue to be
throughout
this
two touchdowns
season.
per game.
The Bantams
Trinity's profifirst game will be
ciency on the
this
Saturday
ground is only
against Colby, a
enhanced by their
team they have not
exceptional group
played in two
of wide receivers.
years.
Last year
Chris Olenoski '07
Colby finished the
and Jeff Pratt '08
year 7-1 and will be
are the Bantams'
one of the threats
two best receivers.
to end Trinity's
j Trinity
ranked
winning
streak.
fourth
in
the
"[Colby] is very
NESCAC last year
well coached and a
in Passing Offense,
J
ver
but that stat is -^x
' "~ •%<•!*?'
^ P n y s i ca l team.
EdwiivC. Pratt They play good
very
misleading
special teams and
| because in most The coaching staff looks on as the Bants run drills.
have a standout
games last year, the
Bantams restricted their passing attack safety and another very good linebacker,"
because the score of the game was so lop- Devanney remarked.
Other key games for the Bantams this
sided early on.
The key for Trinity's offense and for year will be the following week at Williams;
any powerful offense in football is its Oct. 28 vs. Middlebury at home; and
offensive line. The line returns with the Homecoming Weekend against Amherst.
same personnel as last year and with no "Our guys get really jacked up to play
seniors on the offensive line, the men in Amherst, Williams and teams like that,"
the trenches will most likely continue to Devanney said, but Acquarulo stressed
that. they "prepare the same way every
dominate this year.
According to Devanney, one of the week for every team. We practice hard no
most important facets of Trinity's success matter who we're playing on Saturday."
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Bad Luck Follows Men's Soccer Team |Underclassmen Help Bants
Start the Season Off Right
By CHRIS MERCURIO

SPORTS WRITER

Despite playing an even
match, Trinity's Men's Soccer
team lost to the Bates College
Bobcats on Sunday by a score of
1-0.
Bad luck made the game difficult for the Bantams as their
shots repeatedly hit the post or
narrowly missed the net. A
crowd of 150 fans supported the
Trinity squad throughout the
exciting game. Trinity is now 0-3
in the NESCAC and 0-4 overall.
The Bantams were most suc-

cessful in creating scoring
chances when they threw crossing
passes toward the net. In the First
half, senior co-captain Michael
Johnson headed a cross off the
post.
With twelve minutes to go in
the game score still knotted at nilnil, sophomore Michael van
Buren narrowly missed a similar
opportunity. Senior tri-captain
Drew Murphy led the team with
five shots and despite the fact
that Trinity out shot Bates 14-13,
the Bantams were unable to put
one into the back of the net.
Bates forward Greg Nelson

Edwin C. Pratt
The Men's Soccer team will be looking for their first win against Colby on Saturday.

scored the only goal of the game
in the 79th minute. Nelson took
advantage of a Trinity miscue and
scored despite a solid defensive
continued from page 24
games and only one set went into
effort.
a tiebreaker, which was forced by
Bantam
goalie
Spencer tied back and forth throughout Bantam Katie Fielding '09.
Durland '08 had denied Nelson the match with the two squads Fielding eventually lost the tie
multiple times before the Bobcat alternating victories throughout. break.
forward was able to slip one past The teams split the singles matchMuch of the Bantams' time in
es, with Gould, Lucretia Witte '10 practice this fall has been dedicatthe Trinity netminder.
The goal forced Trinity to and Kristina Pappas '10 emerging ed to improving their physical fitpress their offense and the victorious for Trinity in the num- ness and stamina, a trend that has
Bantams dominated the remain- ber two, four and six spots, been sweeping through Trinity's
racket sports for the past few
ing 10 minutes of the game in a respectively.
The
sepayears. "We're
frantic effort to even the match,
rating
.
factor
working with
but was were unable to find the
in the match
R e g g i e
tying mark.
Schonborn
"Our guys continue to was Trinity's
[former
improve on things we work on, doubles play,
T r i n i t y
the
and that's all a coach can ask for, where
Squash player
so although we've been unlucky teams
of |
and now a
(some calls at Wesleyan that cost Tramont and
graduate assisus a game, and goal posts yester- Gould
and
tant in the
day) so far, we're starting to feel Witte
and
athletic
pretty good about our chances," S a m i
department]
said Head Coach Michael Pilger Fromson '10
to do a lot of
of the team's effort.
were the difoff court runEarlier in the week,, the . ference makand
Bantams took on two other ers, helping pfppwBmpi—TBBPEPMPTiMFr ill77 m n s
opponents - the Coast Guard the Bantams
Edwin C. Pratt strength tramAcademy Bears and the Wesleyan emerge victo- The Bantams won the match against Brandies 54. i n g , "
Cardinals. The Bantams were dis- rious in the
Ruslander
appointed in both contests, los- match 54.
said.
ing by one goal to Wesleyan 2-1
While the match itself was
The Bantams will, after a few
and the Coast Guard Academy 1- quite close, the eventual victor more matches in the fall, will take
0.
dominated each of the individual a winter hiatus and will get back
Against Coast Guard,. Jay matches. Every single match was on the court over Spring Break
Kulik '10 fractured his leg and won in straight sets and each one with their annual training trip to
will probably be a costly loss in of the doubles matches were won Orlando, Fia.
the backfield for the Bantams. by three games or more. Of the
The next match for the
The loss against the Coast Guard 15 sets that were played on the Bantams will be this coming
day, only three times did the win- weekend at the ITA Tournament,
see MEN'S on page 23
ner need to win more than six which will be hosted by MIT.

SPORTS I N BRIEF

Flock of Freshmen Propel Golf
Team to Record-Setting Start
continued from page 24

Home games

CD

c

Tue, Sep. 19
Reid Hockey vs. Westfield State (7:00)
Women's Soccer vs. Coast Guard Academy £4;0O)
Wed, Sep. 20
Men's Soccer vs. Western Connecticut (4:30)
Volleyball vs. Eastern Connecticut <7:00)

to

Fri, Sep. 22

Women's l e n t i l ••' P"A T«;urmirmint (@ MIT)
Men's Tennis u< Middlebury

a.
ID

Sat, Sep. 23
Football vs. Colby (1:00)
Reid Hockey vs. Colby (11:00)
Men's Soccer vs. Colby (12:00)
Women's Soccer vs. Colby (11:00)
Golf <« William*
Women's Tennis v ITA Tournament (@ MIT)
Mon's Tennis <"' Middtebury
Mm, Sep. 24
Ga# @ Williams
Women's Tennis @ ITA Tournament (@ MIT)
Mt;n's Tennis @ Middlebury

nament. For the first tournament of the
year, Trinity sent mostly upperclassmen,
with the exception of Longleywho shot 75
in the first round to make an incredible
first impression on the Trinity Golf Squad.
The Bantams shot a team score of 317
on the first day and 316 on the second day
to finish seventh out of 16 in the first tournament of the fall season.

well if it weren't for our bench," said Biren.
"Never have I seen a team with so much
depth. You know a successful season is at
hand when your six, seven and eight players all can be competitive."
The team, coached by Bill Detrick who
is in his 16th year as the Bantams' Golf
Coach, is coming
The massive
off a successful
influx of new and
run last year, wintalented freshmen
ning
last fall's
and the experience
Elms Invitational,
of this year's captains Boudria and
coming in third at
John Cosgriff '07
the
NESCAC
will make the
tournament, and
departure of last
placing fourth at
year's
captain
the ECACs.
Matt
Lipton
and
The Bantamsunspoken contribhope to stay solid
utor
Barrett
for the NESCACs
Wilson-Murphy
in two weeks. A
'much more seamwin
at
the
less.
NESCACs is a
ticket
to
the
"We've really
nationals, a place
~-" evolved this year,"
where
the
' * ' Biren stated, "and
Bantams
have
Sam Un if we shoot as well
never been.
Reid Longley.'lO shot 74 - 75 over two days at CCSU. as we did this
The Bantams
weekend
[608],
will be looking to build off of the incredi- there's a very good chance we will win the
ble year they turned in last year with NESCACs."
Boudria winning the Individual NESCAC
The biggest tournament in the
Championship in the fall and Alec Bantams' near future will be the NESCAC
MacColl '09 winning the Spring Challenge Championship at Middlebury on Sep. 30.
Tournament, both of which were at At Middlebury, the Bantams will be lookWilliams. '
ing to knock off Williams from the top of
Trinity .will travel to
The weekend before the CCSU tourna- the NESCAC
ment, the Bantams traveled to Bowdoin to Williams next weekend for the Williams
compete in the Bowdoin Invitational tour- Invitational at Taconic Golf Club.
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